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Rec Center faculty fee hike defeated
Employee use
cost to be equal
with students’
By

Victor Manuel Inrunta
Daily stall writer
A proposal hi raise lit nit’. and stall
fees to use the Student
lion Recreation
and Fs ems Center died in committee
fuesilas
I he Rec. Center committee decided
ar.1111,1 the proposal hs a ..1,1
I he proposal bx Maims Ant. Stit.
dent t nnin Board ot I hrectork siii
chairman. would has,. 1,used the Is nits
:ind stall usage tees to
iverceni more

than student fees
Students current’s pay S.0( in Re,
Center fees the incicase would has,.
brought faculty lees to 557 per semester
With the plan’s Nature. SlIBOD
will consider a proposal in which student
and facults stall lees are the same.
Aiu .it
that because the Res
( ’ono is being built atilt student mimes .
students should not has e to pay as much
as facults and staff to LISS’ It
Ile Said t
lit and staff’ has e not
helped hi pay lot the Rec Center and thus
should is more to use the facilities.
"at LIIIS and stall have not helped
pas tor the lac dos
it’s a student protect. They should pas the same as ever % one else.’ Ant said.
Student Union Direcior Ron Barrett
disagreed.

’It would he a slap in the
face to faculty if they had
to pay more.’
Ron Barrett,
Student Union Director

"It would he a -Jar In the lace to
faculty it they had to ray more." he
said.
Barrett said if faculty and stall were
forced to pay added fees to use the center. they %mild prohabls use the 1,Id tat dines

’’It is a sers 1111pOrtallt message that
goes out to to tacult).- Barrett said
about the increase. "And es ell if we
could change it later, It is Imid he too late
to get them hack.’’
Human Performance Department
Chairman Jim Bryant said that current’s

faculty can use a swimming pool at Spat
tan Complex but must pm a token tee to
pay for the lifeguard.
He said if the increased fee would
be too high . facultx. would not pm for it.
and the would prohahls continue to use
the Spartan Complex’s facilits and tilt
the Rec. Center.
Robert Martin, dean of student
set.% ices and member ol the Rec Center
subcommittee. said the fee II1CreaSe
SVOrild he a dis isis e issue hetWeell trIC
tilts- and students.
lie said it would not help the Rec
Center hs raising the tees
Shalmad Chowdrs . a St .1
member. said raising the lees is OtlIal be a
token gesture’’ to students indil;limp
they are paving less for use of the Is inTIC,

Martin also said that maintaining
equal tees for student and faculty would
encourage more faculty use and provide
interaction between students and faculty
choosing to use the facility
Hui AM disagreed. miming that interaction hem cell student and faculty
takes tilt c after class in a more informal
wittily like the Spartan Pub. not while
using an athletic facility like the Rec
’enter
1 .anrS Dougherts . former co-chairman id the "Ship the wRECk" committee a Inch in linta fought against construction of the tact lily . also attended the
meeting Dougherty said the tee increase
would tell students the Rec. Center is
their tacilits
Ile said making faculty and staff
pas a hit more would gie students a
FITS. Nal page
Ai,

Finalists
for AVP
announced
Second candidate speaks
Deborah C. Guadan
Daily staff writer
Six candidates are being considered for academic vice
president, including Arlene Okerlund, 111Al interim academic
ice president, and two educators who have appeared in open
’..rums en campus.
Candidate Pauf Holtio. current vice provost for academic’
affairs at the University. of Oregon. spoke Tuesday’ and expressed concern met changes in the student population
’The nundvr ot a hite, middle-class students max ma be
shrinking, hut the composition id the riser:age campus is changg and growing,’ he said
He explained that as more adults go Kiel, to school the avi age age of students increases.
At the University of Oregon, the average age of students is
Si’.’ FORUM, Nei. S

Craig Kohlruss --Daily stall pholograptler
Dressed as if he was prepared for a nuclear attack, Eric Forrest, SJSU supervisor
of grounds. wears protective clothing and a mask as he hammers holes into an elm

Student charged
with posing as
S.J. police officer

tree outside Dwight Bente! Hall. Groundsmen have to inject beetle poison into
campus elm trees every spring to protect (hem from the insects.

By 1.am Aragon
Daily staff writer
An SJSU student was arraigned in the San Jose Municipal
Court Wednesday’ on charges of impersonating a police officer.
Bail was set at $2.000.
Paula Martine,. 22, was arrested by the University Police
Department on a S10.000 %%arrant and taken to the women’s
Although neithei I-oriest nor R.111111"5’/ ii a Ii sensed appli- county jail Wednesday. She has not been released.
Martine; is scheduled to appear again in San Jose Municicator. MeGlothlen is And as long as he supers Ises the elm injections. the university is not breaking the law. said Oreg. W as- pal Court hir a pretrial conference May 19 at 11:30 a m in Department 9
senhove. county agricultural commissioner.
A.,1,1mg to a UPD report. Martine;
who works for a
The elms are injected about once a year. and timing is crit- security impans
flashed a security badge and told an attenical, because the pesticide lasts about seven weeks, McCiloth- dant she was with the San Jose
Police Ikpartment to get into
len said.
the Men’s Gymnasium. where Program Adjustment Dav activGroundsmen keep a close eye on the elms when leaves ities were being held Jan. 22.
begin to appear and start injections when larvae appear.
Only students who do not register through computer-assaid. "It will kill this iffiest:mon, hut they’ll be hack." Forrest sisted registration or who want to add or drop classes are eligible to participate.
Priority is gisen to students according to class standing,
"We try not to use a lot of pesticide on canipus."
McGlothlen said. "If we see aphids on a tree and we see preda- and attendants check students. schedules to make sure Mei, arc
registering at their set times
tors working on the aphids, we don’t spin
Se,
t 10ER. hack pave

Elm-saving beetle busters spring into action
By Larrs Aragon
Daily staff writer
When the elm hectic all IS es 1:.1\ h spimg, 111c 11,11’,1 and
David Ramiret launch into action.
Their mission to iniect all 47 campus elms with pestt ale
before the beetles "image- the trees and "suck all the juice
out of them... said Forrest. lead SJSU groundsman
-1.11e, ’re old trees and we’d hate to lose them.- said
Verne Mc( ilothlen. landscape manager or Facilities Development and Operations
And of course alien they’re detoliated. you has e a skeleton sitting there, and that doesn’t look sers nice
Students looked curious and rather intimidated Tuesday
when they passed Forrest ind Ramirer. who were garbed in
White lump suits, green glows. black gas masks and dark
-

glasses
lint students need not be concerned. MeGlothlen said.
’It looks had, but it’, for (the workers’) protection." Mc()Mallen said. because they are injecting the trees with a 50
percent solution of the pesticide Metasystox-R.
The pesticide was banned from home use last year by the
California Department of 1ood and Agriculture, said Julio Calderon, CDFA spokesman.
CDVA also limited Metasystox-R use to state-licensed
pesticide applicators. Calderon said, because a laboratory test
in 19/46 showed the pesticide caused birth defects and sterility
in male rats.
Calderon said a person would have to be exposed to a
large amount of the pesticide to be affected and side effects
would not he immediately apparent.

SJSU groups to observe Holocaust
with noon service in campus chapel
By Deborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer
"To forget the dead would mean to
,
allow them to be killed a second
Holocaust survivor Hie Wieser,:
quote is the sentiment behind "Y11111 HoShoah," Holocaust Awareness and Observance Day.
Hillel and Campus Ministry are cosponsoring the event, which will be
today at noon at the Spartan Memorial.
"Yom HoShoah" is Hebrew for
annihilation over again."
_
"This event was organi;ed to remember the six million Jews and the millirons of’ other victims, including dissidents. academicians, honiosexuals, the
mentally and physically handicapped and
Gypsies who were annihilated by the
istatis in 1943," said Sandy Silver, coorDinator of the Hillel club.
Father Bob Leger of the Catnpus
Ministry said there are two reasons for
Christians participating.
"First. Christians have to he aware
of the ways they contributed to the antiSemitism of the time. Christians, as well
as the Jews, must remember.
"Christians also need to take a look
-

’This event was organized
to remember the six
million Jews and the
millions of other victims
including dissidents,
academicians,
homosexuals, the
mentally and physically
handicapped and Gypsies
that were annihilated by
the Nazis in I943.’
Sandy Silver,
Hillel coordinator
at their attitude toward Jews now, and
how they compare with the attitude at the
time of the Holocaust." he said.
The event will consist of a candle -

lighting so-% ice and a discussion.
"It is so hard to Imagine the magnitude if the number six million. We decided we will light six candles, one per
million Jews who were killed in the concentration camps. That might help people understand," Silver said.
The discussion will focus on what
can be done to make sure this never happens again.
"This was the most uncivilind act
that has occurred in any Western nation
in this century. Commemorating it keeps
us on guard. This should never happen
again, to any race, any time." said
George Sicular, SJSU professor of civil
engineering.
Rina Kat7en. SJSU Hebrew professor, said she hopes a lot of people come
to the observance
"It is a question of humanity." she
said. "It is not something that only happened to Jews. People need to be aware
of what happened so this will not happen
again."
Holocaust remembrance was celebrated internationally Sunday. beginning
Holocaust Observance Week .

Nearby
street gets
clean sweep
By Hans Ingebretsen
Daily staff writer
Fast Santa Clara Street was
quiet, with a hot brecre blowing the
leaves and assorted garbage across
the sidewalks. A brown paper bag
tumbled slowly past a small dog who
rested on a pile of discarded rugs.
dog yawned as he basked in the late
morning sun. The street was tranquil
at 11:59 a.m.
Noon. Suddenly the street was
filled with store owners and schoolchildren as they emerged from the
buildings lining the street armed with
purple brooms adorned with bright
orange ribbons.
A flurry of sweeping ensued, as
the Fast Santa Clara Street Revitali;ation Association’s "Parade of
iinwinis" was underway.
Fmm Fourth Street to Highway
101. the people who live and work on
Sec BROOMS. hock inter

Nancy Nadel Daily staff

photographer

Guillermo Norales, "The Klean Klown," led the procession of chil
dren down East Santa Clara Street during the "Parade of Broom. "
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Frisbee fiasco a wanton waste
WV
-,
J.,.......4ust when you thought the Associated Stu- tournament, which would have been a loan to
dents Board of Directors couldn’t lind any the Ultimate Club. The club could have paid
more wasteful ways to spend student funds, the money back by collecting registration fees,
it manages to come up with a dandy.
and there would he no question of impropriety.
This is what Director of Student Services
Welcome the Frisbee Fiasco.
The A.S. graciously approved a $1,025 Marcus Aiu said he had in mind when, after the
gift to the SJSU Ultimate Club to host a state- original request for a direct allocation was rejected by the board, he asked for a motion to
wide frisbee competition.
.
Yes, Frisbees. We’ve all had fun tossing reconsider assisting the club, but in a different
..
the little plastic discs around, and it’s a great way. He voted against the allocation the first
way to enjoy the warm weather. Frisbee tossing time around, and with his motion he asked the
.
4
around campus is a signal of spring, summer board to consider an underwrite.
and ensuing carefree times.
Incredibly, the board voted not to grant an
But ask the student who has been standing underwrite, but instead did a complete reversal
in line for several hours to pay university and and voted to give the club $1,025 outright.
..A.S. fees if he minds that his money is going to Aiu, sticking to his orignal postion against a di be used for a Frisbee throwing competition.
rect allocation voted against the proposal the
The outrageous amount of $1,025 is too second time around also.
much of our money to give to a group that benThere is a long list of SJSU clubs and orefits so few. There are so many other ways to ganizations. ranging from academics to athletspend that money then just give it away.
ics, from computers to culture, that could have
The A S could have underwritten the put the money to much better use.
_____

o.
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Car ownership worth traffic jams, smog,high insurance
I- s
thoughm,
ow ii
.ar au trill he a min and hie cl
ing-heart environmentalists harp on the virtues of public transportation. the freedom of owning your own car far outweighs
the aggravation of rush-hour traffic.
On any late Friday afternoon motorists arc making slow
progress down the middle of a seemingly endless stream of cars
heading north on Interstate 280.
The sun is heating down on the procession of rumbling
autos as exhaust fumes waft up towards the brown spring ski...
It’s the typical rush-hour traffic in Santa Clara Valley
Gridlock is just around the bend.
lithe roads don’t completely jam on this day, they surely
will tomorrow or next week. It is written.
-Casual glances at fellow motorists reveal face afterfueeof
frustrased. overwrought. anxious, impatient, even irate. people. There’s not a smiling face
the
crowd. Is this the joy with which
VieWPOint
people greet the weekend? this the
price we pay for the luxury of personal transportation?
people a false sense of control and
gives
Owning an auto
freedom.
Car owner, reason that if they want to visit friends or buy
groceries they can just hop in the car and zip on over to where
they want to be. And they save precious time every weekday
morning and afternoon by dnving. rather than walking to. and
waiting for, the bus.
People with can. have greater leeway in arranging their
time schedule - they don’t have to depend on the often-incon-

.7
Annie M.
Belt

semen’. always cryptic, schedule rut the public transom-howl
system.
But the motorist’s freedom and control vanishes M 11,1
four o’clock traffic tam . . . or with mechanical failure
. . . or, (kid forbid, the driver’s operational failure.
Frustration.
At least people who ride the public transit system know
that if their bus gets caught in traffic, breaks down or humps
into another vehicle, it’s not their fault.
’They neither own nor drive the bus. ’Fhcy are freed from
the burden of responsibility.
But if a private car breaks down, the responsiblity of remedying the situation rests with the owner. And the driver knows
he could have prevented the problem with proper maintenance.
Chargin.
The car owner also finds that, in the world of professional
obligations, being stuck in stop and go traffic is - at best --

considered a weak ell.AISC for being late. Couldn’t the driver
have anticipated and avoided rush hour traffic?
Despair.
It’s worse if the motorist hits another object - especially
another car. He knows, in a clear-cut case, that it is his responsiblity. Not only must he immediately furnish his insurance ac count number to the irate owner of a newly -dented car, but he
must pay significantly higher premiums for several years. Most
likely the driver is more than vexed over the consequences of
his momentary lapse of alertness.
Despite these hazards of car ownership, people go to great
lengths to rationalize the advantages of owning a car.
Some of us reserve our entire morning routines for the en-.
route commute.
Sipping steaming cups of coffee while Using the rear view
mirror to groom is standard rush-hour motorist behavior.
Occasionally. ’drivers skim the morning paper or work
crossword puzzles during stops in freeway traffic. Fortunately.
most people seem to prefer catching their news and entertainment on the radio.
Tides of people brushing their teeth or changing from jogging to work clothes are not uncommon.
Throughout most of the day traffic flows at a comfortable
pace. And after all, personal transportation does result in
greater independence - motorists arc not tied to the 15 minute
to hourly bus schedules, nor an: they required to tour bizarre
and indirect bus routes.
Despite the overall frustrations, car ownership is a costly
luxury worth fighting for.

Americans: after three years, they’re not so bad after all
People in this .ountry are nice - very nice as long as you
respect Americans abnormal need for "personal space." People’s homes are theircastles and intrusions into this sacred domain are not welcome. This is the belief I held for the better
part of the three years I have spent in the United States.
As a native of India, where society advocates much more
penes% among people. I have been fascinated by the American
desire for privacy.
After three years here. I have made several American acquaintances. but few lasting friendships. This is not to say
Americans aren’t friendly and don’t make foreigners feel welcome, but their lives are personal.
and pnvacy is not something they’re
willing to sacrifice. Generally.
Americans are not too fond of
strangers treading on their turf, but there are always exceptions
to the nth:.
Mere aren’t many Americans who would be open to the
idea of a stranger coming to live in their house without knowing anything about the person. Yet this scenario happened recent y, and it changedmy view of Americans,
Here I was in my graduating semester when had luck
struck. I should never have got out of bed that day but I did and
dumped liver my head.
there I was with a hunch of
My roommate moved out and I couldn’t move into the
dorms or the International Center because of the obvious -- I
didn’t have the money My second problem was that I didn’t
(and still don’t) drive FlOw was 1 going to live four more
months, juggling all my trying classes, living more than frugally and without driving for the rest of the semester’

Viewpoint

Divya
Jhala

When I timid the answer to my predicament. 1 nillingly
altered my first impressions of Americans. A friend of mine offered to put me up at her place until I graduated, thereby doing
away with all my problems. I lived with her family, drove to
school with her and did not have any problems that would deter
my attention away from studies.
I thought I would be treated more like a boarder, because
the only (Inc I knew in the family was my friend. But I was
wrong again. I was treated as part of the family from the very
beginning and included in everything.
I didn’t have to worry about feeling out of place. Instead
If beine
intowluceel as their other daughter. I was included in all family
occasions and was never made to feel like a stranger in the
house
Seems trivial, doesn’t it’? Who would do such a thing’?
This is an unusual thing for a family to do. Contrary to what
people think it’s. not all that common. After all, what guar.

antee do they have that I won’t run away with the family silver
or jewels’?
Honestly. who do you know who would open their homes
and hearts to an unknown girl their daughter brought home
from school one day’? No letter of reference. no assurance of
good character, no anything. For all they know. I could be a
coke -snorting, alcohol -addicted, homicidal maniac who could
go mad and chase after everyone with a butcher’s knife.
Sometimes people don’t realize how busy our lives are
today and many people are not willing to look at anyone other
than themselves. That’s a terrible thing to say. but unfortunately it’s true. In a country that is so motivated by its need to
climb that ladder of success, it’s almost impossible to find anyone concerned about others.
Sure. it’s easy to give advice to people telling them about
all the alternatives to living alone, what to do. who to contact.
all without getting too involved yourself. But to actually offer
refuge to someone you have known only a few semesters is
wonderful.
It is so easy to lose your grip with humanity today while
trying to juggle classes, manage a job and family. life isn’t
easy to deal with. People probably have problems of their own
to deal with without burdening themselves with. the problems of
another. Yet this is exactly what this
Y
of reproof was uttered. not one gripe was made. Their hearts
and home were opened without a question.
Many peoplehaverd is Rut this situation is very different in the respect there is no question of being treated as a
stranger or just an acquaintance. In fact, to my surprise, this
was a home away from home.

Letters to the Editor

Demonstrators protest for a cause
Fdai.,.
Once again. lam impressed with the high quality of scholarship appearing in the Spartan Daily.
lair example: Jeff Goulanc’s April 27 Viewpoint, "Protesters, Demonstrators the Banc of U.S. Society." was an instile-v of the
this country For instance, I didn’t know protesters were "manipulated by irrational, self-serving extremists." or that they
ate goldfish. Nor did I know that El Salvador President 1)uarte
had received a death threat, or that the demonstrators protesting
in Sacramento for better education were ’wit simple "thnll
seekers’’ out for a good time
I’ve always believed protesting is an essential part of any
democracy ’Iltornas Jefferson said protesting is "a medicine
necessary for the sound health of government ’ Jefferson. iii
recall correctly, advocated violent revolution And while protesters I know are not advocating revolution, they are very
knowledgeable and canng people who feel a need to exercise
their right to petition and assemble It sounds as if Jefferson
would have been too radical hir modern times
Mc idea of simply write oft activists as people who ’liarticipate for the sake of doing something- is a perversion of the
lets Is someone who wntes an
truth I he real "bane’ ’ it our
article off the top of his Waal and sun,. up those involved in the
protest movement as a bunch of mcandenng goldfish swallowers This is not only wrong and unfounded, it breeds hatred and

ignorance. It is journalism such as this that hurts our society.
I urge everyone, as I have, to seek out knowledge. We arc
waging a war in Central Americal against innocent farmers.
Peasants are being tortured and killed every day, and we pay
for it with blur tax dollars. Do we just sit back here at cosy
SJS11 in the hope that someday we can buy a VCR and a
BMW, and hope, as we sit and watch the tube, that it will go
away somehow? No I hese activists arc not loafers, they are
people who care enough about their world, their country and
the human family to do something about it.
This is their cause, what’s yours?
Shaun Collins
Social Studies
Residence halls not ’dormitories’
Editor.
What exactly is a "dormitory?’
Defined in the 1986 edition of Webster’s New World Dictionary, a dormitory is: "A room, building, or part of a building with sleeping accommodations for a number of people."
’len years ago, the term "dormitory" was an acceptable
description for the residence halls, but this isn’t true now.
doesn’t have dormitories They arc called residence
halls the correct and appreciated terminology for a place where
residents not only sleep
but cat, study and party as well. We
live in the residence halls nine months out of the year

Please acknowledge this, and have reporters do the same.
Thank you very much!
Special thanks to those reporters who take time and interen in reporting residence hall events.
Susie Salminen

Junior

Advertising

Forum Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express
views on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to wrote letter., to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level. Phone numbers
and anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters III the !holy office on the second floor
of Dwight Hemel Hall, or to the Student Union information desk.
The Spartan nails. reserves the right to edit letters
(or libel, length, taste .and clarity.
Unsigned editorials, appearing on the upper-left
corner, are the (opinions of the Spartan Daily editorial
board.
Weekly columns and columns appearing an a rotats and reflect their ining basis are written by Daily ed
dividual opinions.
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Free, female and poor

’

than ever, women students must heed the
More
advice of one of SJSU’s most successful grad
uates.
Speaking at last year’iliraduation. Baseball Com- missioncr Peter lleherroth exhorted. "Go to the heartbeat
whatever
you choose to do. not to just a branch."
of
Women who want to teach should aim for a college
or university classroom. Those interested in health care
should study medicine. not nursing. Women interested in
math should become accountants, engineers or architects - not bookkeepers or draftsmen
Women who enjoy working with children should become child psychologists. Those interested in social work.
should become sociologists and devise the policies that
will lead to a more open, fulfilled society.
This has been the cry of feminists for 20 years. Hut
and act on them.
we need to reaffirm these beliefs
Despite the substantial progress women have made ",
in opening doors to careers where we had earlier feared tot
enter, there are still many barriers in their path to full lib- 1
eration and equality.
’
biggest is money.
Working women continue to earn substantially less than men.
A Census Bureau survey published last month reported that the median income for women working fulltime is 1981 was $15.600. compared to 524.000 paid to :
0
men.
1
This means that women were paid 64 percent of
men’s pay. up from 59 percent in 1970.
In her widely acclaimed 1986 book, "A Lesser Life
the Myth of Women’s liberation in America." Silvia
.
Ann Hewlett reported that this disparity follows women ;
into old age. In 1982. the median income for women over*
65 years old was $5.365. compared to $9,188 for men. i

The

his is why the choice of a major is so important fon
women students.
Despite the progress of some, the majority of
women continue to choose traditional "women’s jobs"
that are low in status, low in pay and low in opportunity
for advancement.
.
Most female professionals are elementary and high t
school. teachers. nurses. social workers and librarians.
i
eminists and liberalsocial scientists argue that
these fields are woefully undervalued. They push for salary adjustments based on comparable worth.
Over time
long timetheseff - may pay
off. But realistically, this isn’t likely to happen during
’
our lifetimes, especially considering the current condition
(lithe national and world economies.
Women who ignore these realities are playing the
traditional passive women’s role. We should know by
,
now that no one will save us but ourselvles.
It is time for women to do what men have been
doing for centuries. We must make definite, conscious
career plans. We must accept the likelihoml that we will
work until retirement age.
We must choose career fields with chances for advancement. We should also consider opening their own
businesses. Statistics show that self-employed women are
quite successful.
While higher salaries per se will not ensure happiness. they will provide more peace of mind and the possibility for more vaned experiences which comprise a rich,
full life.

es registration time again. And for some of us. it’s
time to declare
or change - a major.
We’re struggling to put together a schedule of
classes that will meet university requirements. be compatible with our work schedules and, we hope, enable us to
avoid the worst of the parking crunch
Hut, while we’re coping with these problems of dayto-day living, it’s important not to become distracted. We
must remember that the decisions we make today will affect the quality of the rest of our lives.
But these decisions must be conscious. Reflex and
stereotype should nix determine the future of anyone.
Conscious choice and economic freedom arc the essence of liberty
F.C. Walters is an associate editor.
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Engineering department students
get ’rude’ treatment in Reno race

Dateline

Trade sanctions passes House

Human -powered vehicle places second behind Chico State entry
It% Stephanir XI. Nichols
Daily start writer
It was a rude awakening for SJSU
"Mr. Rude "
SJSU’s two -wheeled human -powered vehicle placed second overall because of a rule infraction in its debut performance it the Fifth Annual Collegiate
Human Powered Vehicle Competition in
Reno last weekend.
The vehicle, a product of a team of
SJSU engineering students, was penalized one lap by judges because SJSUs
driver drove around two cones which
ringed the course.
The incident was triggered by a
three -wheel vehicle which was running
on the outside of SJSU’s entry.
"We both were turning into the corner and we both had the right of way."
raid Roger Alvis. 23, Mr. Rude’s driver
and a junior in materials engineering.
"He just cut into me. I hit the
brakes and that pitched me sideways and
I went off the course."
Alvis, who has been cycling between 2(K) or 300 miles a week from Palo
Alto to San Jose for the past two years,
finished one minute and 20 seconds
ahead of his nearest competitor
The one lap penalty resulted in a
third place finish for Alvis.
The
human-powered
vehicle.
known as a h:cumbent, is a bicycle modified to achieve speeds on flat surfaces
which conventional bicycles can only
reach travelipg downhill, Alvis said.
The first overall winner was the
California State University at Chico

’We expect Roger to
break 60 miles per hour
and Angie to break 50
riniles per hour next time
out which would break the
Iwoman’s land speed
I record.’
Pete

Mayadag,

chapter president
entry, "Cafe au I .ait
The winner is judged based on its
performance in four events which include a sprint race open to both men and
women, a men’s road race, a women’s
road race and the static judging and design competition.
SJSU placed second behind Chico’s

o it

awrence

WASHINGTON I AP1
The House, brushing aside
harges of protectionism, voted 218 to 214 Wednesday for a
tough trade measure that could force stilt sanctions against
Japan and other countries that maintain large trade surpluses
with the United States.
The approval of the amendment by Rep Richard A
Gephardt. 1)-Mo.. was a sharp rebuke to the Reagan administration, which had claimed the measure could trigger trade
retaliation against U.S. products around the world.
It came just hours before Japanese Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone was scheduled to arrive on a three-day
mission to ease trade frictions a visit
clouded by the
House vote.
Not only did the House vote reflect intensifying antiJapanese sentiment in Congress, but administration officials
also suggested in advance of Nakasone% visit that President
Reagan is not yet ready to lift existing sanctions on $300
million in Japanese electronics imports.
Gephardes proposal would require nations with large
trade surpluses with the United States to reduce those imbalances by 10 percent a year or face retaliation in the form
of tariffs or quotas.
Japan ran a record $59 billion trade surplus with the
United States last year - the major single contributor to
this nation’s overall $166.3 billion trade deficit. The Gephardt measure also is likely to affect West Germany, Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Italy.

I aily start photographer

CHP officer tried

"Mr. Rude," a human -powered vehicle, won second place at the 5th
Annual Collegiate Human Powered Vehicle Competition in Reno last
weekend. ’Ike corporate-hacked project cost more than $20,000.
entry in the sprint race with ANIS clocking a speed of 55.85 mph.
Angie Niles. Mr. Rude% femaledriver and a graduate student in physics,
ran the sprint at 48 mph.
"We expect Roger to break 60
miles per hour and Angie to break 50
miles per hour next time out which
would break the woman’s land speed record," said Pete Mayadag, president of
the student chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineer, Region 9.
Niles won first place in the woolen’s road race, finishing four minutes
ahead of her closest competitor.
SJSU was judged first in the static
judging and design competition, which
included a written repoo and oral presentation.
The 32 participants in the competition represented every CSU and University of California campus and colleges in
the states of Oregon, Washington. Arizona and Texas.
The competition is sponsored by
Region 9 of the ASME and is open to
any school. This year’s race was hosted
by Univeristy of Nevada at Reno and
’
was held at the Reno/Stead Airport.
About 40 friends and relatives of
attended.
members
the SJS(I team
isaettendanee was a representative of one of the SJSU team’s cor-

SAN DIEGO (API
A California Highway Patrol officer charged with murdering a female college student
stripped another woman twice in 12 days and both times
questioned her at the bottom of the same highway ramp
where the student’s body was found.
Amy Ilis:ppner, testifying Wednesday in the preliminary hearing for Craig Peyer, said she was stripped on
southbound Interstate 15 by Peyer at 9:45 p.m. on Nov. 26
for having a headlight out of adjustment, and was ordered to
lake the Mercy Road exit in north San Diego.
She said Peyer pulled her over a second time the night
of Dec. 7 for the sh1111C headlight, again ordering her to leave
the highway and stop at the bottom of the unlit off-ramp.
’The second time I saw him and said ’You again?’ and
Ile appeared startled," Floeppner said. ’’He stuttered a little
bit and said. ’You’re headlight still seems a little dim.’
The 2I -year-old said Peyer detained her for 45 minutes
the first time. 15 minutes the second. Neither stop resulted
in Floeppner being cited for any offense.
Peyer. a 13-year CHP veteran, is charged in the Dec.
27 strangulation of 20-year-old San Diego State University
student Cara Knott of El Cajon.

porate sponsors. Hexcel Crwp.. which
supplied the project with advanced composite materials, Mayadag said.
The retail value of the components
and material for Mr. Rude, which were
contributed by over 20 sponsors, ran
over $20,000 said Mike Wong, fund
raising coordinator for the project.
I.ast year’s first place finish by
SJSU ’s entry "Dr. (ion/o’’ helped boost
sponsorship this year, May :Klee said.
An estimated total it 1,000 hours
were spent by 10 to 15 students, most of
which were mechanical engineering students. on designing and building Mr.
Rude. said Mark Buesing, student project coordinator and mechanical engineering student.
Buesing said he personally vr iiiked
400 hours on the project.

Deadheads will go hungry

There are two parts it the %chicle.
The first is the modified bicycle which
weighs about 30 pounds Its success rests
on its speciali7ed front huh which allows
for pcdling and steering through it.

SANTA CRUX lAP) A charity kitchen that serves
about 200 needy a day has banned groupies of the Grateful
1k-ad rock band from its food lines.
’They obviously don’t want to work, and they don’t
want to change.’ said Michael Grabianowski of the St.
Francis Catholic Kitchen.
Grabianowski said the so-called "Deadheads" have
money. to spend and "just try to find places where they can
eat for free."
He said as many as 100 fans cat free lunches at the
kitchen when the San Francisco band plays in Santa Cruz or
the Monterey area.
The ban is scheduled to start May It. when the food
service organization begins its sixth year of operation. The
Grateful Dead is due to play at 1.aguna Seca on May 9.
Kitchen director Peter Carota said last week he will
start interviewing diners to ensure that the kitchen is helping

The top of the bicycle and the di:tier
are covered by a fairing, a hood-ty pc
form made of carhop fiber and Le% lac a material used for bulleaproot YeSth
around honey comb which weighs 18
pounds.

Spartaguide
Student Health Service will offer
measles immuni/ations from II to 10
a.m. today in Health Building. Room
210. Call Oscar Battle Jr. at 277-9074
for information.
SJSU Student International Meditation Society will present a transcendental
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meditation lecture from 11:311 a. iii hi
1:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Montalvo Room. Call Bruce Smith at
247-8963 for information.

hold elections and a Bible study from
12:30 to 3 p.m. tonionow in the Spartan
Memorial. Call El Kim at 778-1071 for
information.

GALA will have a luncheon meeting from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. today
in the Student Union Guadalupe Room.
Call Steve at 293-4630 for information.

Chicane Alliance will hold a meeting from 3:30 to 4 p.m. tomorrow in
With lqu ist library Central. Room 2 I 3.
Call Elaine Alvarado at 277-3106 for information.

Psi Chi. the National Honor Society
in Psychology will present Dr. Ogilvie
speaking on "The Adventures in the
Field of Psychology" from 2 to 3:30
p.m. today in Dudley Moorhead Hall,
Room 150. Call Andreas Bollinger at
971-9359 for information.
SCTA will present Nancy Mount
,ind Nancy Kanzinger speaking on chemical dependency from noon to 1 p.m.
today in Sweeney Hall, Room 333. Call
Ken i Kensinger at 277-2672 for information.
Career Planning and Placement will
present a fieldwork preparation at 3:30
p.m. today in the Student Union Costamorn Room. Call Deb Boogaard at 2772272 for information.
Campus Ministries will be holding a
Vietnamese Bible study from 5:15 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. today at the Campus Christian Center. Call Tien at 270-1226 for information.
School of Engineering will present
Lonnie Burnett speaking on "Requirements for Intelligent Manufacturing Systems" at 4 p.m today in Business Classrooms, Room 14. Call A.S. Williamson
at 277-2499 for information.
Department of Math and Computer
Science will present a lecture by Rudy
Rucker titled "The Further Adventures
of a Square" at 4 p.m. today in MacQuarrie Hall, Room 324. Call Marilyn at
277-2411 for information.
SJSU Karate Club will hold practice
for Saturday’s tournament at 7:30 p.m.
today in Spartan Complex. Room 89.
Call Debby at 225-0292 for information.
Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society and E.G.G. will hold an advising
day barbecue from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. tomorrow at the barbecue pits. Call
Kim Apathy at 295-9936 for information.
Student Health Services will accept
sign ups for the May II and 13 cardiopulminary resuscitation classes until
noon tomomm. Call Oscar Battle at
277-3622 for information.
Nihongo Sakura Club will hold a
Japanese tutorial meeting from noon to 2
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Montalvo Room. Call Salle Fujiwara at
294-6119 for more information.
Korean Christian Fellowship will
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To cut or not
to cut frog?
vicroitviii.F. (AP)

School
trustees have two weeks to decide if the,
will allow a I5-year-old vegetarian sui
dent trt skip the mandatory frog ni
bon project in her biology class.
lender Graham, recovering trom
the chicken pox, said she was disap
pointed it was taking the board so long in,
make its decision.
Miss Graham has an "A’ average
in her biology class at Victor Valley
High School

History’ Department will present
speaker Nimdas Panagopoulas at 4 p.m.
Monday in the Student Union Costorinoun Room. Call Thomas Wendel at
377-3815 for infiwmat ion .
Financial Management Association
will present speaker I). Toll of Union
Bank at 5 p.m. Tuesday in the Student
Union Almaden ROOM.

WANTED
ENERGETIC,
ENTHUSIASTIC,
HARD WORKERS
To Fill All Positions,
No Experience Necessary

Part-Time/Walk to Work

the truly needy
Volunteers at the kitchen should have little trouble
identifying the Deadheads. Their tie-dyed elothes often bear
the band’s symbol - a smiling skull

Orangutan escapes briefly
SAN DIF:GO (API - A San Diego too orangutan.
whose history ot escapes has been treated somewhat lightly.
took it on the lam again Tuesday, but this time officials
closed of much of the loo to visitors.
’Ilk 30-minute shutdown occurred during the maw
hour after a gardener spotted Ken Allen. a Bornean orangutan. on the wrong side of a moat surrounding his enclosure.
"It’s real serious because hems potentially very. dangerOUS. 700 spokeswoman Georgeanne Irvine said. "He’s
now 4’ feet tall and weighs 245 pounds, all of it muscle. If
a visitor went near hint he could be hurt, especially if Ken
Allen was agitated. "
As keepers chased the lh-y ear -old primate throughout
the zoo. security guards were ready with tranquilizer guns
and weapons loaded with standard ammunition. Ken Allen
returned to his enclosure on his own as the circle tightened
around him.
Irvine said Ken Allen’s escape was his first in nearly
two years and surprised /or, uitlici.mts because he had stayed
put since his enclosure was strengthened following his last
attempted escape in August 19145.

Beverly Hills eateries hurting
BEVERLY HILLS
- Malcolm lee has stopped
eating in restaurants here since a smoking ban took effect,
and some restaurateurs say they’ve lost lllllll than half their
clientele.
Except for an occasional bite at the bar, where smoking is allowed, lee and other ex -patrons say they refuse to
eat where they cannot smoke.
"We miss them." Lee said of his former haunts, but
added: "We can’t go back there anymore.
Restaurateurs say the month -old no-smoking ordinance
needs to be amended to help restaurants surviye But BevHills
Mayor Benjamin H. Stansbury said that’s "wisherly
ful thinking at the moment...
"I think the days of public smoking are over.’ he said.
The Beverly Hills ordinance. which took effect April
3, prohibits smoking in restaurants. except those in hotels,
and bans smoking in retail stores and at public meetings.
Patrons may smoke in restaurant bars.
"No matter which way we analyze the figures. we’re
seeing drops over the comparable periods in the prior years,
and I think that goes for everyone." said David %wad, coowner of the Rangoon Racquet Club in Beverly Hills and a
director of the Beverly Hills Restaurant Association.

The Wharf hooks tackiness
Fisherman’s Wharf hooks
SAN FRANCISCO (API
more tourists than any other San Francisco attraction, but
city .planners say the maritime and fishing industry,prehumably luring visitors has been overwhelmed by tacky4 awelaced businesses.
A scathing. 3(81-page report released by, tataifiraliticisco Planning Department characterued the 150-acre area
as bland, boring, difficult to find, inhospitable and unsuitable for a major tourist destination.
Fish Alley, the heart of the city’s fishing industry, is
all but hidden, and "views down the narrow alleyways penetrating the area give only a small idea about the function,"
the report said
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BIG SHOT NIGHT
Be A Big Shot . .
Buy a round of drinks for your friends!

Lunch -Dinner Shifts Available
Interviews Between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Monday Friday
51 North San Pedro

TODAY
At Noon In the

Student Union
Any flavorist will Schnapps
SOC a she!

Amphitheater

Every Thursday Night -Plus...
T -Shirts, Prizes end Surprises

APRIL JAZZ SERIES

Ronnie Padilla & Friends
Sponsored by SUPRO!
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Bele
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Sports
SJSU stomps
Banana Slugs
JelTt;trularie
Daily stall writer
Im %1St! baseball coach Sam Pi.
rani and his squad. Tuesday’s double
header sweep over t IC -Santa Ow was
lust what the psychiatrist ordered
lbe Spartan.. have been involved in
29 games that have been decided by two
or less runs this !,ear. and u hits. they

Baseball
-- have managed to compile a very respectable 31-21 record. Piram said all the
close hall games have taken an emotional
toll on the squad and coaches.
But Tuesday, on a day when the Banana Slugs didn’t slug and the Spartans
SJS1.1 cruised to a pair of blow-out
wins, IS -1 and 9-0.
"It was nice today, to sit back,
relax, and not feel the pinch every second," Piram said. "It seems every game
we play is 2.1 or 3-2
it’s hard to play
that way.
lhis is
only the third or fourth
game all year that we’ve had that luxury.
The guys needed that type of mental situation. It’s god in the enaches, too."
So. a tslaved l’train delegated authority His assisionis did most of the
game coa,limg. while he spent the atterrnkm e Anatole talent. offering encouragemnet and lot iking at plaer’ mechanics. hoping to detect any minor
technical flaws in his charges’ halting
stances.
evaluated today.- Piraro said.
"I wanted to take a look at our young
players, guys I need to make decisions
on in the very near future. I wasn’t under
any stress and our (pitching) staff wasn’t
either."
Piram was encouraged by what he
saw, especially by the play of Johnny
Dellinger. a second baseman who made
a beautiful diving stop, and catcher Gene
Northwa
"1-01 the most part. I was happy
with what I saw," he said. "Dellinger
really loses the game. He plays hard and
aggressive tie loves playing baseball. I
like that type of enthusiasm.
"And. I liked the way Northway
handled the pitchers. lie stayed on them
and handled the glove well." he said.
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In the first game. senior right
hander Matt Christian, making his first
start of the year, limited the Hallam’
Slugs to sin hits and one run. He also
struck out eight batters, including a batter in the fourth, which enabled SJSU to
set a new single season record for whiffs.
at 361.
"It was a good win for Matt, because he’s had a tough year," Piraro
said. "ties been the guy we’ve brought
in in crucial situations, and not a lot of
good things have happened.
"It’s kind ot an award for him
today. He got a complete game win.
pitched well and I’m happy for hum,’’
For the Spartan batters, they must
have thought the game was nothing more
than batting prai.:tice They rapped out I ri
hits, including round trippers by Emit
Nelson, Fernando Vicra and Monte
Brooks.
Center fielder Rod Pierce had three
consecutive singles and stole two base,.
and Todd Eagan also contributed three
hits, including two doubles. The designated hitter scored three times in the wild
first game.
It was a day to pad their hailing a,
crapes and build up their eontiden,

’At this stage of the
season, the mental state of
the team is important.’
Sam Piraro,
Spartan baseball coach
George Sakkesta,1

heading into their weekend series against
the PCAA-leading Fullerton State I 1 tans.
"I wanted some guys we’re going
to count on this weekend - Viera. iRickt
Anderson, (Greg) Banda - to get some
confidence." Piraro said. "We’re going
to need to won: some runs to beat
them."
In the second game Tuesday. Tom
Hutler’s first inning sacrifice fly, scoring
Chris I atsaca. stood up as the game -winner.
Mark Dover won his first game ot

5.151’ pitcher Mall Christian unleashes a pitch against the I. .C -Santa
Crut Haitaiiii Slugs Tticsdav afternoon at Spartan Diamond. The senior
the )car_ hissing a PAP lintel and striking
out 13 batters ov et ()Ix Innings

as
win The games were intended to
boost SJS1". mental attitude heading
into their series with the Titans

Anderson, who had two hits on the
afternoon, hit his team -leading seventh
home run of the season in the third inning and John Vemiest had a two-run
double, scoring Marc Cancilla and Rob
Thomas. who had two hits.

"At this stage of the season, the
mental state ot the team is important.l’irato said "I wanted them ii a good
trame sit nind. Everyone contributed
and most guys had good games today.

Though there is no guarantee of a
sure win, based on what he knew of the
Banana sOnvs. Piraro figured his squad

"We can’t go down it, Fullerton
with a had mentzd state, because they’re
good of a

Spartans travel to Fullerton for three
Post-season tournament spot still possible for second- place squad
By Stephen Ellison and Jeff Goularte
Daily stall writer
Alas, the Spartans will travel south
to clash v tilt the mighty Titans.
No,
s not a battle between mythical Greek gladiators, ifs a niatchup of
two very different baseball teams -one

Baseball
front SJSt I i I I 211 and the other from
Fullerton State (15- I I
The Spartans have gone through a
season that’s been filled with ups and
downs. This was most evident against
their last PCA A toe, long Reach State
last weekend, when they seemingly
struggled to win two of the three games.
And it’s null getting any easier. as
this weekend promises to he the toughest
for them all year.
Going into the series at Fullerton.
the Titans (13.2 in league) appear to
have a firm grip on the PCA A title, while
the Spanans (24-7) are desperately trying
to hang on for a second -place finish.
Undoubtedly, Spartan coach Sam
Piram will he hoping for a few breaks.
"(Heating Fullerton) is possible.
that’s vsto we play this game," Piram
said "But we can’t go in there down,
making mental mistakes, not playing our
best baseball, because they have too
much talent. We don’t match up with
them well.
"We’ve beaten some good teams
this year. If we play well and don’t
panic, we can heat them."
Although Piraro’s voice had a confident time, he was still concerned with
Fullenon’ overall ability, not to men
lion the fact that the series is beine
played on Titan Field.
"As a rule, they’ve played well at
l’iraro said. "And we’ve played
poorly on the road

’It’s going to come down to: Can
we hit Fullertons pitching’? They have
outstanding pitching."
Although the Titan’s overall ERA
of 3.65 is less than superb, there’s no
question that Eullertons trio of starters
are tough.
Mike Harkey, whim has been nationally recognind as the top collegiate
prospect, is 6-2 with a 3.32 ERA. Harkey’s fastball has been clocked at 90plus miles per hour.
Senior I any Casian is 8-1 with a
2.90 ERA and Longo Garcia is 9-2 with
a4,47 ERA.
The Titans’ pitching staff may he
one of their strongest components, yet
they are hardly lacking offensively. They
have compiled a team batting average of
.298. about 20 points better than SJSU.
"They have great balance." Num
said. "They have a good blend of power
and speed. That’s why they are where
they arc."
Designated-hitter Andy Mota leads
the Titans with a .397 mark and has contributed 23 11141. Mark Baca. the center
fielder, is batting .380, has 32 RBI and
leads the PCA A with 34 stolen bases.
Greg Mannion adds power to the
squad with his eight homer. and 40 RBI.

Titan coach Augie Garrido has
compiled a 623-275 record in his tenure
at Fullerton State. ’fen times he has
guided his team to post -season play.. including two national championships.
Hut Garrido hadn’t anticipated this
good ill a showing this year.
"A lot of work had to be done."
Garrido explained. "A lot of things
needed to happen and not all of them
have. There’s still a lot of room for improvement...
(iarrido feels that a team such as M. Spartans should not he taken lis’hili
"We reali7e that they al,
better teams in the PCA
said " I he) ha, s. mu Ver.,. stroll? ...Lc
pitchers
It the Spartans are anticipatior
would he a triumphant series v
they must he prepared both phy
and mentally.
"We want to make sure we’re in M.
right mental state
that’s step one.Piram said. "We may play the best ball
we’ve played all year and still not get
win. But I want to make sure we’re in this
right state of mind betiire we go Jowls
and compete with them .
Garrido. on the other hand. will be
relying on his team’s balance

’I hope our defense can ciiiiitil,
mem our pitching.’ he said. "l hi,
whole thing on offense is Just fightiii,
and scratching for runs. Hopefully it w II
all work out
Projected starters for Friday’s
opener are right-hander Dan Archibald
for the Spartans and southpaw. Casian toi
the Titan,
-
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but can’t attend class regularly?
Try our self -paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Russian and Spanish.
No formal classes. Take 1-5 units semester.
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab car home. Text, tapes, software.
New: Advanced Spanish 101 Al 81 (4-4 units).
For qualified students.

Call 277-2576
or come to
Foreign Languages at SH 219.

SPEND YOUR SUMMER
IN SANTA CRUZ

UC Santa Cruz offers a variety of
classes from Basic Ecology to
Soviet Politics. UC admission,
special GPA or special nonresident fees are not required.
Contact Summer Session,
UC Santa Cruz, CA 95064;
a(408) 429-2524.

Theater

TRAFFIC_______JAM

San Jose, CA 95113

LOCATED IN THE LOBBY OF THE SAINT CLAIRE HILTON

ow am an.... email§

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

295-5414 5

OTICKETRON.
Concerts

g the distance and
his first game of the season.
o inning 15-1. The Spartans wuiti the %mini(’ game if I he Iv’. itt hill 9-O.

June 22-July 24, 1987
Session I
July 27-August 28, 1987
Session II
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SJSU wins final match 5-4
By Jeff Geelane
Daily staff writer
It was a strange case ot dela vu tor SJSU ’s women’s tennis
team Tuesday at South Campus.
They played hot tennis on a hot day for over five hours
against UC-Davis, and the players had to contend with a California "snow" storm, in an almost exact replay of Monday’s
meeting with Washington.
The only difference, and it was a big difference, was that
SAL; had a 5-4 win over the Aggies once the ever-present cottonwood seeds, which covered the courts like snow. had blown

Tennis
away. The victory enabled the Spartans to even their record at
10-10. heading into this weekends PCAA tournament.
For the Spartan players, and coach Mary Visser, the victory avenged a 7-2 early -season loss to Davis. Hut a day off
was what most desired.
"Overall. I was pleased with the team’s performance,"
Visser said. "We’ve had two tough, long matches, We’ll take
a day off, practice Thursday, then hope for the best this weekend. "
The. Davis match was the final regular season match fir
Shelly Stockman, Kristen Hildebrand, Jeannie Pasley-Miller
and Leslie Hauleson, all seniors, and Whitney Clarke. who is
transferring to Washington.
That fact led to some inspired tennis on their part.
Stockman gave it her hest shot against Anne Mitchell. hut
came up short. The Spartans top player won the first set 7-5,
but lost the second 2-6, partly because of a blister on her foot.

In the third set, she almost came back from a 2-4 deficit, but
eventually lost 5-7.
Hildebrand, the team’s fiercest competitor, also lost her
singles match. Rut she teamed with Stockman to win a dramatic doubles match against Jennifer Shaevitr and Marianne
Martin 6-4. 4-6. 6-3. The victory meant SJSU had won the
match and the seniors had finished the regular season with a
win.
"II wanted to win) more than life. I had to win. I couldn’t
go out as a loser," Hildebrand said.
Clarke. playing at No.3. won her contest over Martin 7-6.
6-4.
Parley -Miller dropped the first set 1-6 in her battle with
Cars Resinger. but after a pep talk with herself and a change in
strategy, the senior from Alameda took the next two 6-4. 6-3.
"The key to the second set was that I slowed down and
was really patient." PasIcy-Miller said. "I kept the ball in play
until I got my feel back for the ball. Then. I was able to pick it
up, use more of an aggressive style.
"(At the same time) I was thinking I didn’t want to end
the season losing the match, especially when I knew I could
beat that player."
Pat Vultee. SJSU’s No.5 seed. reinjured an ankle late in
the first set of her match, but had enough determination to defeat Danis:le Chi 6-7,6-2, 6-3.
"I really wanted to win." Vultee said. "I was happy lii
win a three-setter, instead of losing like yesterday.
"I lost my concentration at the end of the first set, but
once my ankle warmed up, I felt OK."
Pasley-Miller and Clarke combined to earn a 6-2, 6-0 victory over Mitchell and Rcsinger.

Spartans host PCAA tourney
this weekend at South Campus
By Jeff (.oularte
Daily staff writer
In its first year in the conference.
the SJSU women’s tennis team will host
the 1987 PCAA Tennis Championships.
Friday through Sunday at the South
Campus tennis courts. Admission will be
free.
In what promises to be an exciting
tournament featuring some of the na-
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tion’s top players. the Spartans 110-10,
2-5 in the PCAA) will have their work
cut out lin- them to place well in the team
competition
But, in a year in which SJSU has
been beset by many problems like
losing their coach to UCSB and not having a full complement of players at the
beginning of the year the Spartans
have demonstrated the ability to penes-CM.
So, the message is
don’t count
them out, especially the way they’ve
been playing of late.
Coach Mary Visser. who replaced
Lisa lieritrhoff in September, isn’t sure
how the team will fare against the likes
of defending PCAA champion San
Diego State. but she expects them to plus
hard, as they have all year.
"I really don’t know what to ex pect." she said. "The PCAA has a lot ist
UC-Irvine. UOP, San
tough teams
Diego State and Fresno it’s wide
open.
’We’re playing as well as we have
all year going into the tournament,’ Visser said. "I can’t ask for anything more
We have as good a shot as any middle
level team."
Individually. Visser said &1St- top-seed Shelly Stockman and No..’
Kristen Hildebrand have the opportunity
to place, although she doesn’t really
know where they, and the other Spartans, will be seeded. That determination
will be hashed out when all 10 coaches
conduct their organintional meeting tonight.
Visser feels the Spartans have one
and it
the home court
advantage
could be a huge benefit. In addition, the
will
be
player’s
parents of many SJSU
attending the tournament.
"(Who wins) just depends on who’s
hot and who’s not," Visser said. "I just
hope we’re hot. It’s our home court,
we’re used to the conditions.
"And the kids parents are coming
down, so there’s a lot of incentive. The
stage is set for them to be heroes if thes
want to be."
SJSU players are looking forward to
this weekend’s action.
Jeannie Pasley-Miller, the No.4
seed with a 8-7 PCAA record, won her
final match of the regular season Tuesday against UC-Davis. She likes her
chances.
"I think I have a little advantage
the competiplaying at No.4 singles
tion won’t be as strong as No.1, Pas Icy -Miller said. "Hut I’m just going to
go out and do my best."
Pat Vultee, who also won her singles match against Davis and has a 5-8
record, is ready for action.
"The win really helped my confidence." Vultee said. "I want to play in
the tournament the way I did today aggressively, keeping my mind on the
match and making strides on the court
instead of just hitting the ball.
Hut perhaps the Spartans’ who’ll
have the best chance at placing among
the top-three will be the No.1 doubles
team of Stockman and Hildebrand. Although they have only played together
twice this season (both wins), Hildebrand said they like their chances.
"If we both play well, we’ll do
really well. We play good together,"
Hildebrand said.
Some prominent players to watch
will be No. I players Monique Javer from
San Diego State. who is currently the
top-ranked player in the nation with an
15-3 record; UNI.V’s Jolene Wacanabe
with a 30-12 record and Fresno State’s
Julie Frasier, with a 15-8 record.
In doubles play, UNI.V’s Watanabe
and Kristin Hess, with a 28-9 record,
could be the team to beat. SJSU’s Stockman and Hildebrand should be in contention.

San Diego State should bt: tine ot
the favorites to emerge with the team
title.
Competition is scheduled to begin
with the singles qualifying round Friday
at 8 a.m., and the doubles qualifying
round follows at 10 a.m. The semifinal
rounds will get underway Saturday beginning at 10 a.m., and the finals will be
held Sunday at 9:30 a.m.
’reams will he awarded points on
the basis ot indiN tiltial performance. A
team will receive two points for each victory in the championship rounds. one
point for each consolation and qualifying
round win and one point for each automatic seeding.
The top-six players will be seeded.
The remaining players will compete
against each other in the qualifying
rounds.
Visser will only ask her team to do
the best they possibly can.

’There’s a lot of
incentive. The stage is set
for them to be heroes if
they want to be.’
Mary Visser,
SJSU women’s tennis coach

" I really don’t know what to ex pect. - she said. "It’s been an up and
down year. We’ve played well against
some good teams, and poorly against
some had teams.
’Hut We’ve plaNed well the last
couple of weeks This is it - the grand
finale. I hope we Lan put it together.
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As a student, you will be joining thousands of others in
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Spartan tennis player Jeannie Pasley-Miller, SJSU’s No.4 seed, hits a backhand shot against a Uniersity or
%Vashington opponent Nlonda . I he Spartans lost to the Iluskies, hut bounced hack Tuesday to top IV
-Davis.
With the regular season
is ii ..ISI is ill host he 14
tourney beginning Friday at South Campus.

Funded by Associated Students

Sports
Former Spartan hurler
has Cy Young potential
My Mark Foyer
Daily staff writer
While he Was pitching for SJSU,
Mark Langston dreamed of pitching in
thc major leagues some day.
"I considered college as another
step to the big leagues," I angston said.
"I nine" thought about the big leagues
until I was plkinDg in AA baseball "
that was in IWO when he was
pitching for the Seattle Mariners AA
club in Chattanooga, ’term lie finished
the season with a 14-9 record striking out
142 hatters in 1914 innings. It was his
final season in the minor leagues
The hollowing year. he was pitching
for the Mariners. His major league debut
came against the Milwaukee Brewers
"I was a little nervous tYCL’.111,1: the
Brewers still had most ot their big hitters
(nun their 1982 team that went into the
World Series; langston said
He pitched the first six innings and
got the win as Seattle defeated Milwaukee 5-3.
He went on to post a 17-10 record
and led the American league in strikeouts with 204. lie was named that
league’s rookie pitcher ot the year.
New York Met pitcher Dwight
Gooden led the National league making
it the first time since 1955 that rookies
led both leagues in strikeouts.
lie finished second in overall rookie
of the year voting to teammate Alvin
Davis.
Other highlights front the 19144 season for the former Spartan pitcher included firing a two -hitter against the Detroit Tigers on Aug. 29. The Tigers went
on to win the World Series that year.
was pitching real good at the
time... 1.angstim said ’I had confidence
at that point tit the season, and it carried
over from one game to another.’
Fie struck out 12 hatters in three
separate games and 11 itt another one.
tic was also player of the week in July
for tossing hack -to-hack shutout. against
Chicago and Boston.
But the 1985 season proved to he ii
struggle for Langston. who suffered
through a six -game losing streak and was
placed on the 21 -day disabled list with a
strained flexor tendon mu DIN lett elbow .
He finished 714 iili a 5.47 earned run
average.
He returned strong in 1986, once
again leading the American league in
strikouts with 245. His pitching performance has impressed the Seattle Mariner
coachm.

"He is the hest pitcher I’ve ever
worked with." said Hilly Connors.
Seattle’s pitching coach. "That includes
Dennis Leonard when he won 20 games
for Kansas City and Rick Sutcliffe when
he won the Cy Young award for the Cubs
in 19144."
He set a Seattle record for strikeouts
in a single game. funning 15 Cleveland
Indians in the Mariner’s 6-1 win June 25
Langston also struck out 14 hatters in
three games last year.
"lie ranks with some of the best
pitchers I caught in iny playing career."
said Phil Roof, Seattle’s bullpen coach.
"lie has the same determination and desire as Jim "Catfish" Hunter and Jim
Kaat did."

’lie is the best pitcher I’ve
ever worked with. That
includes Dennis Leonard
when he won 20 games
for Kansas City and Rick
Sutcliffe when he won the
Cy Young award for the
Cubs in 1984,’
Billy Connors,
Seattle Mariners pitching coach

With these impiessiye statistics,
one might think that Langston is well
known by baseball tans around the country. Hut since he pitches tor Seattle.
which has never had a Vk mumg team in
its 10 years oh exsistance, he doesn’t get
much attention the lack ot notoriety
suits I .angston fine.
"I’m not in the game for the recognition," I.angston said. "If I get national
press coverage, great. I just want to go
out and pitch.’’
The future is wide open for Langston. Connors sees big things happening for I.angston.
"He is a Cy Young Award -type
pitcher,’ Connors said "He has unlimited potential ’

I he baseball scouts knew of Lan
gston during his 1980 sophomore seas,.
at SJSU.
Langston finished the season with a
6-2 record and a 2.49 ERA. He struck
out 1 1 1 hatters in 101 innings. He was
named the all -Northern California Baseball Association tirst-teum pitcher.
While his numbers weren’t as tillpressive his Junior year (6-7. 4 38 ERA.
85 strikeoutst, he was still named a
Sporting News second -team college allAmerican.
That June. the Mariners made Langston its No. I pick in the draft I angston
was the third pick in the nation overall.
Ile signed with the Mariners, and
was assigned to Bellingham, Wash..
rookie level of the Northwest league.
Ile was 7-3 with a 3.39 ERA and struck
twit 97 in 85 innings. He was named to
the NWT All -Star team.
He was promoted to Bakersfield of
the California league (Class Al the following season where he was 12-7. He
finished fifth in the league with a 2.54
ERA and third in strikeouts (1611.
Langston is now the ace of the
Seattle pitching staff. Seattle manager
Dick Williams said there is no telling
how good 1.angston can be.
"Fie could he a big winner for us,"
Williams said. "He is our present and
our future."
Langston. who is known for his
fastball, can also throw other pitches as
situations dictate.
’He can throw a hard-breaking
sinker pitch when he needs to get a
ground hall out." Roof said. "He has
such good command of his pitches that
he knows when to get a strikeout and
when to get a ground out.’
Roof said that Langston’s best at
tribute is his work ethic.
"He wants to he the best." Root
said. "When he goes to the bullpen hit
some extra work, he pitches as hard as he
does when he is in a game. I wish some
of our pitchers would have that same de
termination.’’
But his doesn’t only work hard
when he is on the mound.
"He even practices hard when he is
taking batting practice." Roof said.
As bright as Langstons future is.
the same can hc s,iid fin the Mariners
Langston. Da% is, Phil Bradley and Jim
Pressley all have less than four years ot
maim league playing experience.
time a gtmid young team.’’
Langston said -If we stay healthy , we
could battle tor a divisum title
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NorBATON ROt 4 il . I a
man Jefferson can take a mkt:. even
when it’s an elaborate ribbing directed al
his long -shut status as the last man chosen in the NI -1 shalt
"If you can’t laugh at yourself now.
and then. you’re not much of a human
being... Jefferson said Wednesda%
Jefferson. a cornerback at 1 Miro:ma
State University was the 1;5th player
chosen, at 2:05 Wednesday morning,
taken by the Green Bay Packets
the
last pick of the last round.
"I’m glad to have the opportunity
to make the teaM. I’m plait I was
drafted," Jefferson said
Fie wasn’t sure, as the IN -hour draft
wore on, that he would ever get a call
I
didn’t give up on myself. butt had pis en
up a little on them vatting me." he said
As the last player drafted. Jetlerson
has been invited to he the guest tit honor
in June at Newport Beach for the 12th
annual Irrelevant Week, during which he
will receive the annual 1 ow sman trophy
"It’s a gorgeous bronle trophy It
features a loothall player, mouth agape.
just dropping the football It’s a laugh.
hut it’s a gorgeous trophv," said Betty

ALASKA

Summer Employment
Earn S800+ /week in cannery
Earn $8,000-S12.000+ for 2
months on fishing vessel
Over 8,000 openings
Male or female
No experience necessary
Ages 18-70+
To receive your 52 -page
employment booklet, send $5 95
to Mai Research, PO Box 84008.
Seattle, WA 98124.

Rothe ot Sports Depot. prime sponsor
tor the co ii. 5u55asion.
Divine the neck, Jefferson will he
boat parade, shake hands IA 1111
part 01
during a day at Disney Mickey
land. has,. a race named for him at 1101
ly NA Iuuui,h l’ark and share a dais w imbi hase
ball Hull of lamer Miekey Mantle at a
sports award banquet.
There will he a superstar sports
competition in such events as a wet
sweatsuit swim and a blindfold rowboat
race, lie will be taken to Rent+. Nev.. for
the nightlife, then hack to Newport
bleach for farewell ceremonies.
"It sounds like fun," Jefferson

said ’ It’s no( like someone trying to pm
you dow
nisi ;wry OM’ has mg fun."
1 le said he wasn’t sure %% nether he
would entoy most shaking hands with
114.-kev %louse or Alickey
Unite "I
guess Alickey Mouse, because he w
at
ways the story teller tor kids when 1
etiming up,’ lie said.
Jetterson’s coaches at I Ski believe
he can follow the path of other last -man
picks who carved NI-I, careers. In 1983.
the late John ’juggle was the last pick.
and he won a spot at fullback with the
Giants. Tyrone McGriff was the last pick
of the 1980 draft, and he became a starting guard with the Steelers.

Radio Days
1 204 30 7 40 10 45
3 for the Road
2 55 6 05 9 15
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LSU defensive back goes last
Final draft pick to receive Lowsman Trophy

staff photographer

Seattle pitcher Mark 1.angston. sporting the new Mariners uniform, warms up before a game against the Oakland Athletics at the Coliseum. The 26-year-old left-hander pitched for the Spartans from 1979 to 1981.
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Bring in this ad for a FREE PEPSI with admission

Expires May 7

AT CAPITOL FORD

WITH PRE-APPROVED CREDIT
FROM FORD CREDIT
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THIS...

POSITION:APHIC

AND THIS...

?IRTIST/
Appointment Effective May 1987
Applications Available in the Student Activities
and Service Office (Old Cafe)
Call 277-2858
Experience with design artwork
anc1 paste up of printed publicity
Starting rate S4 65-55 50 per hour
15-20 hours per week
Application Deadline: Friday, May 1, 1987
Funded by: Associated Students

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, PO Rox 7711
Clifton, N1 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

IS A MATTER OF DEGREE.
Your college degree is a move up
And now you can move up to a
new car with pre-approved credit
from Ford Credit and CAPITOL
FORD. If you are working on an
advanced degree or graduating
with a Bachelor’s Degree between
October 1, 1986 and September 30.
1987, you may qualify for this
special college graduate purchase
program.
If you do, you’ll receive a $400
cash allowance from Ford. Make
your best deal on any qualifying

,v4 COL 1./c
C
111
WW1

1SE PR

Ford Motor
Credit
Company

vehicle and use the money toward
your down payment, or Ford will
send you a $400 check after the
purchase or lease The money is
yours whether you finance or not.
The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles
you choose.
Ford cars Escort, Escort EXP.
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird, TaurUS

So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer
stock you must order by June 1, 1987,
and you must take delivery of any
vehicle by August 31. 1987.

e./LTcr

GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

CAPITOL FORD
(408) 265-6000

FORD

9191 West Capitol Expwy. San Jose
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Students explore local Indian burial site
Archeological find uncovers Ohlone artifacts
By Annie M. Belt
Daily staff writer
Anthropology student, and Ohlone
descendents have found evidence of a
highly complex and stratified society.
They are currently excavating a
1,600-year-old Ohlone burial site in Fremont. said Alan Leventhal. SJS11 anthropology lab director.

"they were simple hunters arid gatherers
and they lid a very peaceful life. Leventhal said.
Leventhal and Hylkema believe the
picture is more complex.

The Ohlone are Native American
Indians who inhabited the eastern Bay
Area for at least 10.188) years before
Westerners arrived. I atventhal said.

These people were involved in a variety of pursuits including complex trade
networks and the manufacturing of diverse items representing social status. religious and ideological belief systems.
Hylkema said.

CORPS
TOARMY
FREICERS’ ASIENRINVEG

The 35 members of the archeological team, headed by Slat graduate students Jeff Hall and Mark Hylkema. are
the hired employees of the Department
of Anthropolop
Students with sufficient experience
in SJSU archeology classes were chosen
to head the team. Leventhal said.
Ohlone employees are working in
full cooperation with the department, he
said.
The team’s interpretation of the evidence at the site, labeled ’ Alameda
141. departs from previous interpreta,,,, of similar ,itcs, Leventhal said.
"Basically we’re seeing a capsule
of time around I .61X1 years ago of an extremely complex village life that is not
very well represented in the literature,
he said.

Craig Kohiruss

Daily stall photographer

Lab director Alan I.eventhal holds
a 700-year-old Ohlone jaw hone.
Hut the .n..heological team’s interpretation ot I he I uiuuis is as Unusual as the
actual finds. I c% enthal said.
The traditional interpiehilion of the
archeoloei.al c5itlence
prehistork
4’alitorma Natie Americans is that

"The kind of site that we’re working on reveals a complex, stratified society . I evanthal said.
The I9-month-old excavation is
nearly complete. But artifact dating and
cross-site comparisons will probably
continue tor five more months. Hylkema
said.

The team at Alameda 343 is involved in "revisionist history.** Leventhal said.
.1-he team is looking at evidence that
was always there but that, prior to 1940,
was interpreted differently. Earlier archeologists interpreted finds in line with
their conception of Native Americans as
simple hunters and gatherers, he said.
I eventhal said the Hay Area Ohlone
are initiating and funding their own research. They are also working in coniuctiim with the Anthropology Ikpanment.
They are learning about things
which have been denied them because of
histori, al displacement, I .c% cm ha I said.
"It’s revitali/ing them Its giving
hem
scnse ol dignit% and Its giving
them a scii’cot place:. he said.

Craig Kohlruss

Daly

stall

Glen Wilson, an archeology graduate.. display: a pair of Ilaliotis pendants used for neclikit is by the
Indians signifying high status. They were found along with other artifacts at a hurial site in S imueda.
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BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

The ins cmory to date includes more
than 80 burial,, numerous grave goods.
cooking and hunting implements and a
diversity of animal remains and ecological information. Hylkema said.
The site evidence is unusual in two
respects.
First, prehistoric burials in the Bay
Area tend to he finind in the fetal position. but many of the burials at Alameda
343 were found in an extended position,
I.eventhal said.
This difference could indicate a cultural influence from the central Sacramento delta Native Americans, or perhaps the burial of high status individuals.
he said.
Second. both the amount and style
of grave goods uncovered are unusual.
Leventhal said.
Many of the burials included numerous, ornate hied,
Elaborate mica
and abalone pendants to cover the head
and chest were buried with the dead, he
said.
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--- Two Lasagna
I
Dinners
$11.50 wItax
Includes:
Soup or Salad
I
Bread & Butter
112 Litre White Wine
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$2 Off
Any Medium
PIZZA
$3 Off
Any Large or
Extra Large
Any Style
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CALL US!
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At the Corner of San Carlos & Fourth
150 E. San Carlos

292-2840

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS’
FREE.

The most
successful college
graduates
have a uniform
appearance.
Dress for success.
Enroll in the Army Reserve Officers’"fiaining
Corps, and you could graduate with the
privilege of wearing the proud gold bars of a
second lieutenant as well as a cap and gown.
Army ROTC is the college elective that gives
you an opportunity to learn, and practice,
management skills. Experience leadership
styles and motivational techniques. And gain
the self-confidence that can spell success in
any career, civilian or military.
Start that career with the advantages only
Army ROTC can give you. Talk to our
Professor of Military Science, today.

At SJSU
See Captain George Jicha
NiacQuarrie Hall 309
277-2985

Before you burn out on
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino’s
Pizza. In just 30 minutes
well deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No problem!

OUR NEW NUMBER

298-3030
510 S 10th St

Employment Opportunities
Available

926-4200

Ask about our
fundraising activities

1909 Tully Rd

251-6010
2648 Alum Rock Ave.
Hours:
ham-lam Sun.-Thurs.
11am-2am Fri & Sat
OPEN FOR LUNCH
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30 Minutes or $3 Off!

.
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Any 16" 2-item or more
pizza from Domino’s Pizza
One coupon per pizza.
Valid at listed locations only.
Expires in two weeks.

1
.
I
1
1
I
Fast, Free Delivery’
I
510 S. 10th St.
2648 Alum Rock Ave 1
.
Phone: 298-3030 Phone: 251-6010
1909 Tully Rd.
I
. Phone: 926-4200

Fast, Free Delivery"
2648 Alum Rock Ave.
510 S 10th St
Phone 298-3030 Phone 251-6010
1909 Tidy Rd
Phone 926-4200

LP -87-440A
1.1.11.1.1111111MMIMMIMINIIIMMIIMIIIIIMIIIIMINO1111

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limited delivery area.

IIIMMINIIIIMIIMIIMI=MIMINUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMMIN=MIIIIMIll

$

Any 12" 2-item or more
pizza from Domino’s Pizza
One coupon per pizza.
Valid at listed locations only.
Expires in two weeks.

16-oz. Bottles 75C
Save 20% on a
6-Pack of Coke’
only $3.60

1

WR".11141
IMINIMIIIEWIN1111=11111.1 ===== IMINIMMINIMINI
19K UorninOS

4

Pizza Inc

page Campus
Candidate voices
academic concerns
FORUM, from rage I
’ We have to he very much attune to
when
the needs of these students such
Iii schedule i. lasses, ’ HON i said
Holbo is the second AVP candidate
to visit SJSU
’The open torum goes e%cryone
on campus a chance to meet the individuals and to listen to the ideas of an AVI’
candidate. said Jose Colchado, chairman ot the AVP search committee.
Vach candidate inters lea s with the
A VI’ search cimmuitee. President Gad
flillerton and other appropriate people.
he said.
Recause the topics ot the forums are
left open to the candidate. S.IMI community members learn what issues the AVP
candidate would give fast priority. Colchado said.
’Irhe remaining candidates an. I esti,:
Cochran. Southeast Missouri Stab: I iii
VeratY: HON.: I termini I .1.1.0111. I hi
say of Washington at Seattle; Okei land;
James Walker, California State I liter.
sity at Hayward and Richard W ilharns.
California State I Ills ersity at I ong
Reach
A schedule lot the iemaining candidates forums was released fuesday All
the forums w ill be held in Business
is
UN at 2 p in
Walkci
Classroom
scheduled to speak May 5. W
May 7. Limon May I 2 and Okeihmil Alas
14.
A large portion ot I hilbo’s opening
statement focused on minorities in higher
education ticcause he said he has both a
personal and protessional interest in this
area.
"Bringing minority- groups into
mainstream education is a moral obligation. It’s also practical because they are
heem lllll a large pan tit the population; !loth,’ said.
The way to address minority education problems is by going to families and
communities and working with these
people. Waiting until minority students
are in college is too late, he said
Holho has interest in S.ISt J because
Calitorma is giiitig ii he a great laboratory tor
and !Wit ’ should he
in the foretrom: he said
MIN, also brictiv addressed the impact an athletics progi am has on a uni
versitv
Sports

_

are

important

tor

alumni

. \rtlI hi, I9X7 SparLill

I hut

’Bringing minority groups
into mainstream education

1A111111Millilbr IA in

muinuo.war

IIIIMECnisir U All
0

is a moral obligation.’
l’aul liolho
AV!’ candidate
and

It’s a

tor emotional identification

important

landing

for

at

last,’

some

tions.’’ he said.
"SJSU has had a del Wit in its 1.
It’s in the black now and I hips
stay there because it’s going to I,
with costs increasing, Ihilho
At the end of his ’amen,

Let us get you into windsurfing

at big savings!
Specializing in the beginner
and intermediate sailor

listed a feu changes he might consid,
chosen A VI’
For a uuius ,’tsits uhich he descid,
as at the top of the Caitlin-ma Slate I
%CfSII!,
hooks

s,) sit:III,
in the

he

said

I iisr;urs

the numht,

is seriously

het,

the amount needed

Call Us!
(408) 224-5767

In order to change this, he said h

(415) 588-1714

need to learn mote about the book I,.

get
A topic of interest

405 SOUTH AIRPORT BLVD.. SO SF, CA 94080

tor new studs

was liolho’s suggestion that the sch,
devise

seminars

tor

freshmen

to

other students and learn about SJSI
It’s important for ,Intlents lo hose
a sense ot community . especially at .1
commuter school:. I tiIh. i said
Al the end iii his 611- MIMIC Is us
the candidate was taken no meet still,OW

Council ot Deans and Fullerton 11,11,-i
cot faculty member, es,titt candidates
their

meetings

in

order

to

learn

mu,

about the individual.
The A’ I’ committee was binned to
accept applications and review candidates Mr the position.
When John Ciruher resigned the
AVP position in May 148h at the time
inen’s athlefis

a as suffering a $250,000

was chosen as
the interim AV!’
After inters losing each of the sit
remaining s andidates. the committee
a ill present function w ith three names.
She will make the tinal decision. Colchadii said.
Ity May 22 the list ot names a ill be
presented to fullerton The new \
will take MCI’ as soon as po,,h1,q
June depending on the tran..lio.
needed by the person. he said
deficit, Arlene Merlund

SPECIAL 1st TIME BUYER SALE

And you
may ask
urself,
"Where
is that
beautiful
job?"

S.J.S.U. Students Qualify Automatically Now...

;

..111, C.10
kirq

A

No Credit Required
No Co -Signer Required

Must Be 18 or Older
Job Reference Needed

Call Mr. Tripp for More Information at 738-1800

SUNNYVALE FORD

On El Camino Between Wolf and Fair Oaks

Univeisity Typographics

Cars

Trucks Vans

New and Used

Campus

Spartan Daily/Thursday, April 30, 1987

Yesterdaily

Pr

Bloom County

On This Date...

Campus

. . . in 1965

None of the Cal Bowl -winning Spartan senior football
players were chosen in the National Football League’s collegiate draft.
K.C. Clark said he expected the Wont, and he had prepared himself tic said Dallas and 1)enver have shown an interest in him signing on as a free agent.

An SJS coed watched her own car being stolen Wednesday night.
Shirley Crir, 19. said she heard a car start and thought it
sounded like hers. She checked the carport of her apaninent dl
114 S. 11th St., found it empty, and was just in time to see her
car disappeanng around the corner on San Fernando Street

Vcrda Alexander, Associated Students Program Board director, said she was -caught off-guard" by a proposed revision
of Act 50, an act that establishes the program board.
A.S. VICC PreOdelli Roger Wert failed to notify the board
members of the Imposed revision. Alexander said.

Following a tip by an SJS coed, police yesterday arrested
and booked an I8-year-old youth in connection with the knife
slayings of Kathy Wick. Kathy Snowy and Deborah Furlong

Berke Breathed
IN Ill lo nag5
OW NE NEM 4
ie" 4 FACEY
01466
."/.1#0/01 FER:5014t Aft/YrilIS
A XXI* At ME
concexr A Mr’
.,HAN AVM fOR A WE
4 hlanE

51/PPEIV =CV
ifdlVICEJ, AC. r
41Y cuoir imp wee

atm %no Aux

itrK RIMASe

. . . in 1971
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Classified

1

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CAREER DAY Al FIVE BRANCHES 14SITTUTE, College of TradItionel
Chine. Medicine In California
the Certified Acupuncturist (C A
Is
Primary Healthcare Provider
Etve Branch. Institute hoe an
outstanding weeireinIc end clIni
cal curriculum which can prepare
you for this now, yet traditional
profession We have reached I
stage beyond ploneerir. Met
promises growing end rreturing
professional status In healthcare
In the U S Joln ire for day ol
Wes. presentations. videos. end
fairs, SATURDAY. Orley 901, 9AN 4.41, 200 Xth Avenue, Mints Crux
(neer Yacht Harbor) (400) 4789471 FREE ADMISSION
CAREER DAY AT FIVE BRANCHES INSITTUTE. Gallops of Traditional
Chinese Medici. In California
the Conned Acupuncturist (C A
Is
Primary Meth/are Provider
Frye Branches institute hes en
outstanding me/Ionic end [’intuit curriculum which can prepare
you for Mi. new, yet traditional
proteresion We neve reached
stspe beyond Monitoring that
prom.. growing and maturing
professional status In health..
in the US Join us for dey of lecturn. presentstion. videos, end
tours’ Sabo/ley, May 9. 9AM 4PM, TOO 71h Avenue. Santa Crux
(maw’ Secret Harbor) (408) 47119424. FREE ADMISSION
COI 0 ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance persons’ A professional growth se Volunteer Intern In world renowned local
program
Counseling, support
eervices. admin data procreelng.
public mereness. fund-raising,
etc RI- & mono-lIngud, all melons pred & undergrod Experience from clerical to post -grad.
intro-to-extrm.r1 WE NEED YOU
Near cempus ICEF PO Box
952, S J 95100 call 200-5055
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enrol nod Save your tooth. eyes
and roomy too For Infornietfon
and brochure ern. A S Office or
call (404)3714611
WR.( YEW GET A nare of $12 billion
student aid fund in 17 or 887
Find out when/ when, and how to
apply, DANA REPORT, $5 Stu
dein information Center. P0 No.
3443,9.1,?. Clare. Co 95051

COMPUTERS
WE

SELL IBM COMPATIBLE com
puler XT complete system for
070, AT compiete system for
S1195 PC -CON. computer & 05’
00500009 404 S 3rd St . corner of
San Salvdor, 795-1606 We etc.. VI. or MC

FOR SALE
COKE MACHINE FOR SALE" Please
call 295-2035
FUTONS. CREATE YOUR own living
sleeping mime with our futons.
ar heroes
Customs Futon. & Pillows Plus. 900 S Winchester Blvd (betwn Moorpark &
WillimmISen Jose 296-8181 10%
Cliscount on futons w ad
RESEARCH

PAPERS

15,778 Aost-

a/et Catalog 52 00 Rematch,
11322 100110. 0206. Lot An.
9.1.0.90025
TOI LFREE
HOT
LINE
11013-351-0222.ext 33 VIS-

FTTNESS

INSTRUCTORS NEEDED,
Pict up application. at Lorimer
Services in Ifte Old Colo Bldg

WORK STUDY 001 v lot Full 87 in
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER Apply al Student Union

Croodllne is May 1s1
GENERA. OFFICE CLERK York. Mlles flex Ohs, Mos 5 Onds Cal
Debby Jen.. 296-7393

Directors office on top floor
WORK STUDY POSITION in ORIENTA.
TION SERVICES teal. In design
and IrniMmantetion of summer
orientotion
progrerns
15,20
hrs Or. $4 50-54 905,
flirdble
hours with extended hours in
summer Must gird. for Work
Study Apply now al Student Ac
’ION. A Services Office. CAF
Bldg

GRAPHIC ARTIST POSTON ayellable Pick up &pink... al Lei sue Services FIN the Old Cafe
Bldg Deadline Is Mey tot"
IT TAKES A specie, pore.. to MCC..
proteulonal clown & make belloon deliveries Can u note. Bal.
loons to Blimps, 37841259
JOR Hued-TING? Ow cluerve guide.
to BAY Arm croer In Advertising, Biotechnology, Telecommunications Proper. by Maine.
researchers $2780 .ch Send
check rnde to ’City... or Vie.
MC nen.. number. elpIr date
and Ignature Designate AD or
BIOTECH or TELECOM
Career Guides, Dept 204, 5533
Broodway, Oaklend, CA 94816

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING, Near San
Jose Stele for student. Don’t
hassle parting. wont to school
free
monthly dlec Fully
lurnished. color TV VCR and
house...ping service Shared or
tingle room. avellable Office 72
N 5th SI , cot 996-0234
ROOM FOR RENT
FEM. Flame
room In Victorian home sums
Inn SJSU Avail NOW, $230 mom,
111 FREEMp 8175. 354-8117

JOBS’ JOBS, JOBS! Ideal tor du dents Join our marketing stsff
TMi now and rooms’ meganne
orders by phone MonWeds &
Sat & Sun Ouletanding
potential Col, 3704090

ROOM FOR RENT female Condo Cslaver. 680 Milpitas Nonemoker
drinker
2 bth
washer dryer

I EISURE SERVICES IS HIRING" Cook positims for simmer and
Fail intrernurel positIon for Fall
Pick up applications In Old Cafe
Bldg Deadline Is FRIDAY May Id

SJSU AREA 20r 1 tra now carp., pain?
clean remodld 555 S OM St
deposit 415-364-1259
$610 ma

PART & FUI I TIME RETAIL HEI
National firm propel/mg for Spring
& Summer wort If accepted, you
will earn $11 75 starting, PT (20)
earn per wk equal $235 FT (40)
.rnings per oft equal 5470 No
emir is needed bocau.e of our interlining on the lob training prowpm 0000 ...re, reeding skits
are plus Some evening & weekend position Sr. oyallble &
some nexibIllty Is Mowed during
Mat evarn in addition, if you
qualify corporate scholarships
are mord., internships are pos.
11 you msy earn 2.3.4 cred
115 401 00 seeneeter During your
winter, spring & .peclolly summer break, full tame work Is avail
Call today for Info & Sr interview.
O r cell Mon ’Fri . between lOwn &
2pm 922-0666 Oil.. line is busy,
please be patient
try mom h0
equel opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS", W. merket mute
club memberships for the motor
oll companies Part-time, eesy
hours, weekly peychecks $7 to
Si 5 hourly commission. complete
training provided Gest eirperi
me. for your resume R C SMITH
CORP . 247-0570
PART TIME SALES. Resume end writ
log service, excellent commieMons Bey Sr.’s mosl expert
OnCed Student discounts Car.r
Center .1 243-1070
PHOTOGRAPHER
PROMOTER
looking for young Mutts who
want a <Weer In the MODELING
prof.alon Cell Howard for further info 723-4096

$300 roo Ind util Judy
2700 or 259-7136.es

STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH of carn.
pue S425 mu has extra on (study bdrrn for one)
Cali 21.8647 775-9509 or 1-800-674-8200
Also need part-thne mmger
starting In litey
STUDIO APT AVAILABI E 525-8 24.
$365 mo 5 bilis from campus, off
sheet perking, omit.nl condilion. kitchen & both, laundry
room, quiet Call 294-0163
SUMMER RATES NOW, Large 2
apt with 7b19 boths Campus
block $65000 Security bldg
287-5316 167-0642 Mete Fall

UNFURNISHED RNIS in 4br home,
quiet Campbell neighborhood nr
PRUNEYARD Mother -dryer & full
privileges
Nonsmokers
only
$275 mo
share 10115 377.1051
1920’ DECORATOR APARTMENT.
CONDO style, 1 bodroorn Availe d. for meture person 1009 10110
preferred Must be flnancliffly
sponsibte. clan, guleil and sober
only 551-553 S 6th St. 2930989 2672077 alter Sprn $450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY

PERSONALS
EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
First-claas metaphysical counsel
Mg is eircellent for tindIng Ille direction and purpose. vocationsi
guidance,
clarifying

deep sell -knowledge.
Me
11.0.11100s.
reletkoship compatibility. end
profound Insight. Into life dynamic. and your soul’s path I hove
been In privet. practice as a Pro
fesslonal Psychic Consultant end
Astrologer since 1970 and use
vest errly of tmhniques In tory-

San Jose’s finest athletic club has
fl pt openings for desk, restaurant
sod flInee. podtione Cell MIS.?
09 267-3700

0.0 you A single session does
the joberomIngly rapid. alfeclIve
and practice’ 575 hr. 54530 min
Reherences. Crol Willis NI A Call
(408) 734-9110 for appointment or
10 00 pl..d on the m.111n9 Ilst for
rectureswornehops cleat.

1

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES
CRUISELINES
HIRING’
Summer
Ceram’
Good
Pey
Trevor Call for wide, cassette.
now.sondcel VINO 944-4441.20
COSMETIC SALES/1,h FCA. Inc
seeking makeup rellets, fragnince
salespeopie to work p1 Promohoner events in the Bay Ares $7
16 01011, call (415) 344-4436
COUNSELOR-WORIX WITH AUTISTIC
children in group hon. Great
expo, for psych & spec ed atudents Coll.-F. 9-5, 377-5412
DRIVERS POSITIONS. Pert limo-Avis
Rent A Cm Is now accepting spplkations or 0s San Joe* Airport
location Plea. apply et 1455
NP Airport Blvd between Sim
and toni. Monday through Friday
EARN MOO to 9500 end more weetly
Hornovorkers mod.d for company project Work In your spare
lime For furtMr information rush
stamped *eh erldressed envelope
to JEW Molkompony, P 0 Bo. 75.
Cstislc. C. 91310
EARN $ TOO to $500 end rnore weekly
Horneworkers needed for company pro.ect Work in your spore
?One For further Inforn.tIon ruah
...mood sell Mdromod mvoloore
In JIM Malkompony. P0 Ploy 24,
Caeterk, Ca 91310
ENCYCL OPENS SAL ES, Mop your
5740 pot
pooped...ern
ovor
eMo. plus eddltional incernly.
Me
complete
moment We one.
of educational products We offer
free yldiro mining For en intfo
Mew toll* OW 11 241-3299
EXCEPTIONAI SUMMER OPORTOcounselor et Camp
WTY, Se
Wayne In NE Penn Warm, fun
Welly tehnos Specialists needed
In MI sports. wrelerfront, Ms,
computers. cormIng Cempue in,
Write 970
among.
Siroodwey, I ynbrook. NY 11563 or
torviews

516-599-45112
OPERATORS
PROC
Faroe si VARIAN Tut time.
Weekend shift (Friday. Saturday
Som. otond.y) Require. U

EXHAUST

technics1 orlon.dllsenehlp.
Bon and good worn keeping
Melo CM III al (415) 113 1800.
ed 445

Full
OFFICERS’,
SECURTTY
Mopped Now mil shifts We will
train Apply In person Mon Fri
Slom-4pm. 260 Meriden Ave . San
Jose, cell 296-541410

773-7707
STILL LOOKING for summer (067 00
you 1100 kids/ flow about t AKE
TAHOE/ I still nood counselors
for Comp
Contmt Sherri
at 277-8965 tor more Info
STUDENTS’ MANY LONG term &
short term & p11110. jobs mat Im
modiste mods for word processors, .cretorket. tcepOOtIIlls.

date entry & clerks Pay
ranges very. 56-$12. caN NOW’
738-1.22

FEM. E COMPANION WANTED to
1100 with sincere handlceppod
man Went to esteblish lasting
reislionship, Pl.. call Arlen et
29073013
FLOTATION AEI AXAT1ON
Str.sed
outn", Come to the only floats.
Hum in Northern Cain ornis Meg
In. yourself floating on 30% se 111.0 solution Your body forgets
the wter
The muscles thal
0.0119 hold you sgainst grevIty
can now 101 Go, The experience
l ilk. floating In space Results/
Total muscular relaietIon You
come away horn the impotence
heeling you vs boon vacetioning
Ion. we. In Maul Cell now for in.
formation or better still. as first
Untie floater. call for an appoint
ment and bong this ad for a 25.
discount
float for $30 IRAN

SUMMER JOBS IN AQUATICS Milpl
Dept
LifeRmreetioo
tat
guards-1mM instructor 6 274-21,
30-40 0.0011 APPI Y NOW, Cell

GOUTY PLACE. 445 Weehinglon
Sr . Sante Clefs. Cs (406) 2437200

I El FM A RK TING START TODAY,
Flexible horns
full pert time
commission &
5411, to eterl
bonus A mho.nal carp.l doming
commny Is looking for Omrtllu.1I.-

TEl EMARKETING, START TODAY’
wort in
trNnolly stmosphere
We we train you to make top S
Earn $5 25 hour plus bony..
anti nightly incontrnee We vent
mot..., *Miters.. people
Mond. through Friday frorn 4 30
erpre end Saturday 10 to 34.11 With
right perso11. hours min bo 1.91.
bit Call 37S -33112..6k for KIM
Tom FRIDAY 5 REST AURAIff now hir
ing wolNr sew. 6 line cook.
Apply 5, porton Morn 24 wt..
10343 N Worts Rd CuportIno
WAITRESS WANTED pert Moe el MIN
ATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
910-9711 tor dotal.
Cad Itec
61

N 641,91,5001J000

WHEREHOUSE POWTIONS AVM
AM F in mint def.. compeny
p rn . or 3
Part.tlerte SSE, Sp
9501 85 75-99 50 her Imo
n.
Must be in good phyekel condi
lion for icedlng end unloadiog
and pulling package0 horn con
veyor boN Conducting Intern*.
MAY st Sign up of Como Ptah
nee end Plercerrorn Center BC 13 Deadline 4 30 p rn Apre 3001

380190,

iF YOU ARE PREGNANT end conekl
happily
effng adoption we ere
married childiee couple
Cell
enytime (415)447-3793. MOM trl,
ing
Al? cella cd.ftdentlel. it
pens. related to pregnancy 10 0*
dlscuseed
INSTANT CREDIT" NO <Radii chock,
No inhered therms, 10510,0 eligi
ble, Unlimited credit iine with full
color cetalog. VCR’s lewdry Sod
more FREE inforrnetion pease
oho Nanette! Home Shoppers,
Bow 90359, San Jose. Ca 95109
KIM. I’M SORRY. Iwo. ninny JERK
Thera, 15010 IV Whet <en I do to
went you bath
prows luv you
5901n7 MIKE
MIKE, CUT THE SN1CKERRAR lam
ant not your SUGAR I iPS My
phone is for my use Why not be
nein and grow up. Guy’ KIM
AI

EUROPEAN BREAKTHROUGH
hal. Min core is sun & nog*.
S911,9 you premeturrY7 Check
boll SOIl Moo unedvertised, noo
OTC tern anytime VIKTOR (tank
torkind dist, 27037741207724

ACTUAL 10
SOMETHING
THAT
WORKS/0, Hee sheer* put the
met dovm
e POTSTICK FR
Send $2 SO to 0 X Productions

Milpitas.

C

WANTED SPERM DONORS of all na
hone... Call Los 011vos Reproductive Reward, at 356-0451

.SAID 71-01- IT
Novi!) WORK.

01=
rNoo

SERVICES
BACKACHE/ PALMER CO. FOE OF
CHIROPRACTIC-Wesi is currently
accepting mom. for FREE ex
laminations 8, trestment as pa? of
remiarch proiect II you have
had low back pain for rnoce than
?
month. & me 70 55 yews old
please
call
Mt,
college
at
(400(244-0907 5401

Good Clean Fun

BARE IT All’Slop shelving. waxing
tweezing or using chemical depilltorles 1.1 me permanently remove your unwonted hal, (chin,
bikini rummy, moustache. etc)
15 percent dlticOunt to eludents
end ’acuity Call before June
1987 end got your 11.1 appl al I 2
price ’Unwonted Hair Disappears
With My Cm, Gwen Cheigren
O E . 559-3500.1645 S Beacom
Ave, C "Hair Tod. Gom To’

0
-

ER BACKYARD SIER
--si
YoU CoNGER

1

1

I
V

r.

w

1

Home On The Range

SERVICES

RE -writing
Thesis development preparation
StetislIca All fields Catalog Ber
beIey)415( 526-4957. 841-5036

7

Bill Lukas
wo

WA’, I yoo
WERE t.00A14’
114 rue omits(
DtRer...T tor31.

FE SIts le that ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due and you leave
no resourc. tor ideas or what to
Mild/ S. Electronics le corn
miffed to offer low coal consult
log needs for the student Cell
days 942-7736. Eves 293-47130
ink for Joe

tx(

Et ECTRO1 VSIS
CLINIC"UN.
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Confloentiel
335 S
Raywood
Ave San Jose, call 247-7406 tot
appointment

11

,
4F

KEYS MADE, I OCKOUTS opened relieving. locks & deedbolts installed master keying. Call 9 00
to 6 00 Mon thru Sal (Sun by
appt only) licensed.bonded-rno-

140’41 \iktit’lla

Classified

bile 10‘). discount on labor with
this ad Special reties tor senior
cititens, SJSU students. den &
faculty FREE estimates FUERFOGIES ANYTIME!
Cell Ron
Hughes. Evergreen I ock smith &
Security Services, 270-3277, San
Jose All work guisraniewl

926-4370 TODAY,
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Experienced, professional word protheses,
cessing
papers,
restones. office over/low. mailings.

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of K515
You ye got the party, we’ve got
the music. Michel Productions
provide.
wide variety of music
for your wedding, party. or cleric.
Ii reasonable W. Cell Doslree
or Phil al 249-2820 432-5333
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by 5 SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories forever
Budget and denim, packages
evslieble Compliment/in, 8
IC
when you mention thls ad For
FRFF
appointment
call
Paul
Smith Photography 01 250-1329
RESUMES"). Olatinclive and Professional We write and print your resume. presenting your qualitIceDons in
way theft gets you the
)01/ Leffler quality laser printing
Cover letters end envelopes dm
oval! Reasonable rates Student
discounts Call UV Dion Business
Communications .1 900.1602
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portrelture
wtth sensitive touch A verNty
of peckeges to choose from, all
ressonalny priced By appoInt
morn (408) 259-5941

newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 ntinides from campus Words and
Mora (Pamela) 923-7610
A ’ BEST"PAPER when we’. word processed It’ Professional typing editing of your term papers.
letters, whatever Guaranteed emellence Experienced
Weird processors, dependable.
fast and evellable N t San Jo.
Call 251-0449
ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing. PJ s Word Processing Service offers quality.
guaranteed work Experienced in
term papers, thesis. group projects. remotes. manuscripts and
letters Only minutes limo CO
pm Call P.10? 923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -9238461 70% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All hornets (API. MLA, Turablan,
etc and group prorects welcome
Freer spell check end disk storage
Experienced heels and publication typist Standard end microcessette transcription Word pro.
cessIng instruction available 910
appointment
Mon -Fr)
By
5
Chrysler’ 923-8461

TYPING
AAAA

-\ ..,_
-113%
. .. \
.

i

_

jOb(jab)n.1. A PIECE oF
WoRKJA TASK, 2. 7HE MS’
IncoviN kiflIcH oft- is
EmPLOtED 3A RE5R7NsiEtiLiry

,\ _

.

DATA ANALYSIS
Clear explanations reasonable UNI & molllcerI.r. statistics
ZEIS Research
Assoc . (MS) 349-4407
EDITORIAL

Gene Mahoney

RAT- LE I4!t No Fc0D,
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pageli) Campus
Rec Center
fee hike
defeated
Et.f.S, from pug( I
better opportunity to use the ta.
’Any. since students would have
priority use ot the tacility
Another fee re c lllll mendation
approved by the committee allows
unscheduled use ot all facilities by
current students without incurring
extra lees; anytime facilities are reserved tor restricted use. charges
will be assessed.
(Mier recommendations included charging SJSU alumni 50
percent more than the current student lees. making day use tees
available it the facilities can accommodate greater use. and charging groups at rates approved by the
board
The recommendations will go
before St IHOD Tuesda) tor final
approval
The ket: Center prinect was
given the go ahead in Starch of
1952 when student approved a referendum by 5f4 percent.
The main facility is due to
open in the Fall ot 958.

Thursday. April 30. 19K7/Spartan Daily

Community sweeps
to preserve spirit
S.J. offficials
clean up street
BROOMS, from pier I
Hot Santa Clara Street turned out to
clean the sidewalk in an attempt to
spruce up the area and instill a greater
sense of community spirit .
"We want to have a little esprit
&corps to get people enthused and get
them concerned about community objectives. We want them to know the city is
concerned and wants to help them with
their problems," said iota Hardin of the
San Jose Neighborhisid Preservation
committee as she piished a purple
broom.
We have grants available through
our residential program and low loan
rates for business through our neighborhisid rehab projects. We also have a citywide painting program and are now
working now on a graffitti program as
well.. she said.
"Celebrity sweepers’. also helped
with the cleaning. The MU Spartagold
dancers performed at the Eighth Street

corner, just a block away from where
children from Horace Mann Elementary
School ccere led by Guillermo Morales.
the Mean Klown, as they released
orange and purple balloons into the air.
City of San Jose representatives Susan
Hammer, Joe Hass and Hob Overstreet
all pushed brooms
As he swept garbage into a bag
marked "Help keep San Jose beautiful:*
Jack Licursi. the head of the East Santa
Clara Street Revitalirntion Association.
spoke of the organirntion’s desire to
work with SJSU to improve the look of
the surrounding area.
’I would like to have a mall built
from Santa Clara Street down Ninth
Street to the university. We need a marriage with the university, the city and the
business community. A lot more emir:
also be done here aesthetically. Take the
Tenth Street Garage. for instance. It’s a
big, gray dinosaur. It wouldn’t take that
much to landscape it or do something to
make it mitre attractive.** he said.
"In the old days. the college was
more open. Tenth and Santa Clara was
the original hub of San Jose State before
it became a university." I Acursi said.

Student accused of posing
as officer at registration
OFFI(’VR, litho pier I
Although Marline/ and an unidentified woman made it past the nom entrance of the gym, they were stopped by
an attendant as they tried to vs all, into
arena registration. the report said.
The attendant, %%hose name a UPI)
investigator requested he kept anonymous because she is a witness, stopped
the women and would not let them enter,
the report stated.
The attendant k tuns, a San Jose po.
lice officer and informed MVO about the

THE A S PROGRAM BOARD

THE GREAT

SACRA SI I 510 1API - - Goy..
George Deukmejian said Wednesday he
believes convicted rapist I.arry Singleton
should have been sent to prison for life,
but said cities and counties should not be
able hi block his parole.
"1 would personally- have felt.
based on what he did, he probably.
should have remained in prison for the
rest of his life," the Republican gover.
nor said al a Capitol news conference.
Hut since Singleton’s 14 -year. 4 month sentence was according to state
law, local officials should not he able to
block his legal parole. Deukmenan saki
Such a system could result in ail ,
,
les and counties rettising to take
troversial parolee and "I just don
that would be a feasible solution.kuk mej tan said.
Singleton was released Saturday
after serving eight years of his sentence
for raping 15 -year -old runaway hitch
hiker Mary Vincent. hacking oft he,
forearms with an as and leaving her tot
dead on a remote road near Modesto.

Correction
It was reported Wednesday
that the spnng football game Saturday . accompanying the sale of
White Castle hamburgers, will
begin al 3 p. in. The correct starting
is 4 p.m.
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San Jose, CA 95112
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
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STUDENT UNION BUSINESS OFFICE
$S - STUDENT
$8 - GENERAL

:

No. ID

New Parts
Used Parts
Reproduction Parts
Accessories/Apparel
Complete Service
Installation

Al’

In other topics al 4 general news
conference, Deukmejian said he is resuming his Saturday radio broadcasts
this week by announcing a new transportation plan and is sticking with his criticized plan to terminate the state worker
safety program.

Sunrise Eye.

Price Quotes, Questions & Orders
CALL (408) 286-9770

STEVE KRAVITZ

Deukmejian says cities
shouldn’t block parolees

of

Everything for 1964-73 Mustangs

PRESENTS

incident, which they subsequently in, es
tigated.
San Jose police spoke to Martine/
and confiscated a security badge, and
turned the case over to the UPI) Feb. 3.
said U1’1) investigator Terry Ede!.
The UPD investigated the case further and took it to the district attorney
April 13, Edel said.
Deputy district attorney Robin
Wakshull said a prosecuting attornes.
will not be assigned to the case until it
reaches a pretrial hearing

Daily staff photographer

Nancy Nadel

Jack Lieursi, left, head of the E. Santa Clara Res italif :Ilion Association helps Mihn Vang,
Near. so cep tip trash as part of the dow Mow if "Parade. of Rimlllll project IA cdnesday .

SAVE UP TO 55%
ON QUALITY MENSWEAR
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Mazotto, Europa Diffusion, Bellini,
Pierre Cardin, John Henry, Jaymar.

Ifyou really want
to know how to
improve your grades,
your career, and
your life, there’s an
upcoming lecture
you shouldn’t miss.

3 PC. & 2 PC. Spring Suits
Now Only $109.99
European Design Reg.
Suits Sizes

$249.00
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Short 36-46
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Novelist writes
with sharp wit
Hy Hans Ingebretsen
It’s the damdest thing. A book so
your attitude
damn funny. it
about just about everything that*s
worth making fun of.
little Red Rooster is about
growing up and coming of age. and it

c-,,lots

Pages
treats the subject with more spunk and
down-on-the-corner street smarts than
J. I). Salinger ever came close to.
Greg Matthews has crafted a
novel that will entertain anyone who
is willing to look at the world with
tongue-in-cheek. Almost every line of
the book is written with a simple wit
that goes beyond the sardonic to a
transcendental state of perceptive
humor.
It’s almost like a character from
Gary Larson’s The Far Side pried
his way out of the COMIC strip and created his own Illalte wenano
stors of Burris Weems and
his rites ot passage Is set against the
ot [Whind.
backdrop of the small it
until he breaks the mold and careens
ott on an ads enture of sell -discovery.
flume narrates the story with an
outlandish insight into human nature.
cutting to the quick with his understanding of the plight of being a Ira
pile mortal.
What we get to read is Burris’
ramblings into a tape recorder
a
Utumal. so to speak, that chronicles
his adventures as he progresses from
smartass to wiseass.
Burris has all the phobias of a 12year-old kid -- which he is only
they’re magnified and have floodlights shining on them.
He would be somebody worth
feeling sorry for if he wasn’t smarter
than anyone can remember being at
that age.
Matthews does a superlative job

01 writing from the viewpoint of a 12 year-old. It really is believable. Dazzlingly so. Pretty hilarious. too.
Matthews never breaks character
and writes like an oldster tyou
know
twenty or over.) He is like
the perfect actor who is always on tarj.et with his characterization. The
wrtting is a constant barrage of adolescent humor distilled through the
brain of the oldster Matthews.
A typical example of his writing
shows Burris and his friend Diane
watching TV.
"
. Diane switched back to
the zombies, which were surrounding
this girl who already had half her
clothes torn off in a previous encounter with these guys and hadn’t learned
a thing front the experience, namely
they die if you rip their goggles off. It
wasn’t explained why they die if you
rip their goggles off, but they did, and
the girl already tore tiff one pair accidentally and saw the zombie fall down
dead at her feet, but she’s so fucking
moronic, she can’t connect the two
things - removal of goggles and
zombie death
so now they ’re coming for her again and all she can do is
scream her lungs out. the stupid
bitch.
Matthews has a particular knack
for the corny, and an even better
knack for seeing the fallacies and
frailties of people. He must have spent
a lot of time watching people at bus
stations.
Reading "Little Red Rooster" is
like waking up in the morning, going
to brush your teeth, and finding that
your brother rubbed soap on your
toothbrush. Even if the joke is on you,
it’s still funny. Seriously funny.
The book is published by NAI.
Penguin Inc, and sells for $17.95. It’s
electric. Plug into it and enjoy.

Calendar
Dancer/choreographer
Tandy
Real will perform at 8 p.m. Saturday
at the SJSU dance studio theatre.
Tickets are $5 for students and $7
general. Call 277-3228 or 277-21407
for more information.
The Stan Getz Quartet will appear at the Garden City in San Jose at
9 and II p.m. Sunday night. Cover
charge is $10. Call 244-3333 for information.

’Take Aim’

Concert madness
he recent frenzy that U2 stirred
in the Bay Area this past
T
weekend, and the mounting
to. -ion that is building before Iron
Maiden hits the Spartan Stadium stage
tomorrow night is an indication of
what rock fans are willing to do to sec
their favorite performers in action.
When one thinks about it, it’s a
hassle to go !ice a live concert. But
such problems won’t keep funs away.
The first problem is getting
tickets. Loyal followers will wait in
line for hours, or days, for a ticket
outlet to open to get decent tickets.
To avoid people standing in
lines, some concert promoters have
offered mail -in procedures for people
to get tickets People simply take
chances thes mail in their checks.
usualls limited it. tour tickets per
person. and wait to sec %hat seats
they get
if they get any at all

dinner before the show, or set up a
small barbecue at a tailgate party.
Since most places do not allow
’
alcohol beverages, ftugd concert goers
indulge in gui/ling beer or whatever.
Sonic people just can’t say no and
their behavior can ruin it for others.
If the concert has reserved
seating, then usually you won’t have
any problems besides finding your
scats, unless you are so high up from
the stage that you need an oxygen
tank.
If it is general seating, then it is
every man, woman and child for
themselves. The concert will be
remembered as one spent squished 10
other sweaty bodies and swaying
along with the crowd of thousands of
people as everybody tries to push
Ii rward to get closer to the stage.
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A Taste of Grace Productions
will present. The Chalice. May 8
and May 9 at the Foothill College
Theater in fits Altos Hills. Tickets are
available in advance or at the door for
$7.50 for adults. $5 for senior citizens
and children under 16. Call 993-121(1
for information
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guide that appears each Thursday in the Spartan Daily.

Special Sections Manager
Jeff Rausis
Cover Photo by John B. Lawrence
U2’s lead singer and guitarist Paul Bono Hewson sings at
a concert last weekend. The Irish, four-member rock band
played to sold-out audiences both Saturday and Sunday
nights at the Cow Palace in Daly City.
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The San Jose Poetry Center will
feature poet Jose Emilio Pacheco as
part of its Cinco de Mayo celebration.
Call 277-2834 for information.
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There is nothing like the feeling
oh seeing your favorite pet-Moiler or
hand up on stage and realiiing this is
the music you grew up to. Or that the
songs hold a special meaning in your
life. or the musie is the ultimate parts
shift . It’s like you and the singer hase
something in COMI11011, and only vim
two know it.

tiATE ’cc, ii

CRIME
of. my clit.eNDER;e1Aule:

6,0
mom,No 1
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Is it really worth the trouble to
get tickets, then take a chance to
spend a few hours with rowdy, under the -influenced people and try to listen
to a concert that is way too loud for
the human ear hi endure? Wouldn’t it
be easier to lust watch MIN or listen
to the radio at home?
No.

this point, one can only its to
Atenjoy the concert as people
begin to panic and taint rom
all the pushing and the lack ot air
However. SOHN: concert pi let, lill’Ime
on this frantic eXpCrICIICC. It they
endure, then they has e .i tale to tell
Perhaps the best part of a conren
is the agonizing moments between the
dimming of the house lights and the
out -of-nowhere appearance of the
performers, said one devout rocker_

like sending in non-ss inning
It’s
California lottery tickets tor a
chars,. to whirl the Rig Spin
I he faithful can always try to be
the right caller to win tickets trom a
local radio station. Or. it one is
despoate, one can
atroc ous prices to scalpers.
)nee people get tickets, the next
step is the celebration. Some go out to
CORPOKATE

Amy L. Pabalan
Then the whole concert is one big
happy party as the music gets louder
and the lights and special effects
dazzle the stage.
the worst thing that could
But
happen is when the performers
don’t deliver an exciting show,
and one thinks, "If we leave now,
think about the traffic we can heat on
the way hoine."

;Wm
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SJSU ensemble
mixes students,
energy, talent
Hy Deborah (1 1i,elititil,
The music begins lightly and
builds to a %%1 ell exploding in a lin 5ture of thumps and crashes.
I ake riding a roller coaster.
Xliiiiday night’s tree concert by

Music
SJSt l’s Percussion film:pubic was an
exciting mix ot energy and talent.
he perkirmance in the SJS1.1
Concert Hall mirk led about HO people hut all V. Ole ctithralled by the
physical and uuiist ii coordination of
the musicians
In the "11illiain Tell Overture:. listeners heard a slightly MIterent serS11,11 of the piece. Because
a pc rc USSI4 in ensemble usually
doesn’t perform this pieee. the pert ormance combined the familiar
number with sounds such ay the clip’
lop of horses and birds tvi it tering.
At one point the music was
played so swiftly by closing one’s
eyes a person could actual ly imagine
himself fleeing an enemy on horsehack. A nicely added touch was the
unexpected sound of gunshots which
made the audience gasp and clap.
This piece combined physical
dexterity by musk lam, ho pounded
on their marimbas, vibraphones and
xylophones one minute and then
eased into the gentle raps tin chimes.
I
move

111,11

11.111d, .111,1

111,

1111,1,

was almost as much tun as listening
No one on stage seemed It..
or half-thinking about u hat
played like many paid protessionai
musicians do.
I isteners were entertained not
only by the talent of the musicians
but also by the obvious fun they had
while performing.
I he second piece. "Adagio I-or
Strings. provided a completely different atmosphere. More magical
sounds emerged from the musicians
and their equipment in this piece.
Highlighted
by
bells and
chimes. the musk: started out creating relaxed images. As the music
developed. each of the performers
seemed to want to drown out the
other, but they never did.
Separately or all together. the
rhythmical pounding of the musicians resulted in an intense musical
experience.
What does that mean? It means
the musicians never lost the audience. Everyone followed the music.
waiting to hear what sound %%mild
erupt next.
An added feature to the event
sponsored by SJSU’s Music Depanment was the appearance of the Ed
Saindon Quartet. They were asked to
appear by Anthony J. Cirone. the director (Tithe percussion ensemble
Mier an hour of thundering

George Sakkestati Daily stall photographer
Ed Saindon plays jazz on his vibraphone Monday night at SJSU’s Percussion Ensemble concert.
drums and hells, the smooth jan
sounds of the quartet was a nice
change of pace.
Saindon, recogni7ed by Jan
World magaline as "one of today’s
leading jau 1 vibraphonists, played
only five numbers with the quanet,
but impressed the audience so much.
he added a sixth number.
The s ibraphone. known to most
people as the same as , ss lophone.

is made of aluminum alloy and is a
mallet percussion instrument.
Sounds similar to the numbers
done by the ensemble could be
heard, but the quartet livened up the
hall and got people’s feet tapping.
Instead of waiting for some sound to
lump out at the listeners, people
were able to sit back and relax.
Saindon’s quartet provided al 11111q an hour’s worth of music which

surely soothed the nerves of many
franled students.
Despite the fact that music
doesn’t seem a viable career to a lot
of people today, the performers
Monday night all seemed to love the
music they played. The fact the concert was free is immaterial. The fact
that the show provided a wonderful
eveninp of cincrtiininiin is all that
cow,.

Music at the Pub
’True West,’ Yo’ bands lack talented performances by members

Brad Magnin Daily staff photographer
1 ’Frue West lead singer Gavin Blair belts out a song before a
’ sparse crowd at the Spartan Pub last Friday.

1

Hy Gene C. Johnson Jr.
’rrue West showed signs of being
a band with public appeal as they sang
tunes from their new album "Hand of
Fate at the Spartan Pub. But a few
key elements were lacking in their
overall performance.
The other hand featured this past
Friday, Yo, fared no better.
True West’s lead guitarist Richblend of ’60s
McGrath’s
ard
rock’n’roll with an ’80s twist created
danceable tunes.
lead singer Gavin Blair pranced
around the small stage and around th,
pub with Mick Jagger-like gestures.
much to the delight of the audience.
while drummer Kyle !Bahia beat was
reminiscent of Beach Boy music.
But when Blair got to the mike.
he came up short.
Songs like "Mars." "Blue Fri
day" and "Hand of Fate" allowed tot
some good rhythm and funky bass
overtones, yet the singer just couldn’t
rise to the occasion.
As its performance went on. the
band became stale and the music be
came predictable. The ends of song,
became mediocre and lifeless as bass
guitarist Kevin Staydohor played pre
dictable bass Imes.
’Dile West can find a true &stills
to reach a larger audience, if their lead
singer gets in on the act.
The following group "Yo" had a

much better singer in !truce Rayburn
as he opened the performance with a
melodic a candle, but from there, everything went downhill.
It got even worse when saxophonist Paul Raymond bean to play.
Lead guitarist John Mellow, just
couldn’t keep his guitar in tune with
bass guitarist Sally Englefried, who
kept dropping her guitar pick. And
when she did pick it up, it still didn’t
matter.

Rayburn’s voice was wasted on
repetition such as "We call ourselves
before you call inc." His voice is
powerful and melodic yet the lyrics
had a lot tithe desired for.
The performance became a
fiasco as Rayburn shed his saxophone
for the more unconventional bagpipes, which drove a few folks away
In the middle of the performance
he said. "It’s not so had. Really. -
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Eliza (’hugg, seamstress in the SPA’ costume department. adjusts the costume of Bottom. played h

( olin MacDougall.

’A Midsummer Night’s Dream’

\hwy. Wong slumbers in character as a forest fairy.

Photos by
Nancy Nadel

Hi 1)(1,1 all .1, Kaplan
\\lieu ’A 11141171 Shakespeare was
alive he didn’t need elaborate sets,
fancy lighting and outrageous costumes for people of the time to enjoy
his plays. It was the only form of entertainment.
But now, SOO years later, theater
has had to compete with the popularity of television and motion pictures
by making the production more ippealuiig to today’s audiences by using
eye -pleasing lighting, costumes and
set designs
SJSU’s Theatre Arts Department
uses these technique,. in its staging of
"A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
The play is really four stories in
one, and the scenes take place in a
kingdom and a forest.
It involves princes, fames. fickle
relationships and there is even magic
in it With all of the subplots, conniving characters and twisted story lines,
"Midsummer" rivals any of today’s
best soap operas.
’I wanted to do this play as traditionally as possible. This play is so
romantic. It was written in celebration
of a wedding.’’ Director Richard D.
Parks said.
" this is Shakespeare’s most romantic play, and that is the one thing I
really wanted to conic out," Parks
said.
The romanticism had to he inter -

’acted into exery t.t, el tit the produv
lion.
Set designer Dusts’ Reeds said
she is a true romamu. at heart, and although coming up v. ith romantic ideas
was not difficult, actually building the
set was.
"It is hard phi y sically because
this is a big set." said Reeds. a 13 year veteran of the SJSU ’theatre Arts
department.
The biggest parts of the set are
the two trees that tower over the stage.
The play calls for some of the characters to climb the trees and lounge in
them.
The trees are made of sturdy
plaster and wood, so they will hold
the actors as they climb the realistic
structures.
Reeds came up with the ideas on
paper for the set, hut she said many
theatre classes are working on it as
well.
the whole department gets involved on a project as big as this."
she said.
Russ Dolittle, a graduating senior and technical director for "Midsummer.’ said the hest part for hint is
to watch the set rise.
It’s fun to see a blank stage and
then watch the set take a form piece
by piece," he said.
Upon graduation Dolittle will be
attending CalArts in Valencia for fur-

they naming In to:Mut,’ .
tion. Atter he graduate,
get a job putting his trate
Another soon -it .
working behind the st.,
student Michelle Robinst,
Robinson. who has a!
three productions at SJSI tl
working in the costume .1
Her main joh is building
headresses. under the sup
Nina Parker.
’The headdresses in
the actor’s head pertectls
ally took molds of then
said, gluing feathers tin ’,is
Robinson was raised
and attended University
at Irvine where she reed
gree in acting. She ha,
Yale’s summer theater put q,
Parker is a free-jars
who is new to the San Jos,
came here sin months at’,
gun to work with the Sal
Light Orchestra, and alto
over at SJCI.O. SJSU hued
"My Mb here is it, 1.
signs front paper and nick
ity.’ she said.
The designs were dr
costume coordinator HO;
dexter. and Parker said t
hoidpieces in all.
the faculty designs
tumes, but when it comes

day
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Behind the scenes
at SJSU theater
I.ysander. left. played by Rob I.angeder and
Dimitrius, played by Michael Iluckabay, sic for
the lose of Helena, played by Allaire Patterson.
Styrofoam heads. below. model the hats designed
In Nina Parker.

)mes true
lopes to
work.
graduate
is MIA

eared in
Is year. is
artment.
intricate
rision of

s show tit
We actuids. she

San Jose
’alitOrnia
I her depplied to
at11,

milliner
area. She
sun Ore
ise Civic
r job was
cr.
: the de hem real A,n

up by
!th Poinire are 21

Ita the COS-

rwn to the

mid liljiiiie. lie
sci
dents tik
Poindexter said.
Sharon Ridge. a Creative Arts
major., eniphasiiing in Art and
Drama, is working on the actors’makeup.
"We Stunted to to get very unearthy in the makeup. The fairies, for
example. will he wearing a lot of purplc and blue... Ridge said.
"Also. many. of the facial features, like the eyes and chin, can be
enlarged with makeup:. she said.
Ridge said her art hackround
helps her create different makeup
color schemes. and for this show that
is very important.
his shMA is 55 111111SIAal and
dream-like It is important that the
makeup is outlandish. Its really fun
to play x,
she said
Parks said he thinks people are
at raid it Shakespeare.
"Kids in high school are breed
Iii read Shakespeare. and that’s not
good Inecause Shakespeare is meant to
he pertOrmed. not read.** Parks said.
The show is scheduled to open
tomorrow and will continue Saturday.
and May 5 through May 9. Shows
begin at 8 p.m. and tickets are Sh for
students and seniors and $7 for general admission.

Two trees dominate the set of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream," which was designed by Dusty Reeds and built by students.
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’Demon Lover’
fails to deliver
funny scenes
Hy Mark lover
Denny is a nice enough woman.
She has that innocent kink about her
and a pretty smile that could charm
lust about anyone
men.
She has one problem
ery guv that she falls tor is a trou-

Cinema
blemaker. The last gu) she fell in love
with robbed her appartment.
Now she has met Kar Ka, is a
nice enough guy. Ile cares a great deal
for Denny. He has lust a very small
whenever he gets sex problem
Bally excited. he turns into a creature
that not even a mother could lose
The two ifleet in a silly movie
called "My Demon Lover," starring
Michelle Little as Denny and Scott
Valentine as Kaz.
Valentine plays Nick on NBCTV’s "Family Tics." While Mallory
loves Nick. thc rest of the Keaton
family thinks he’s scum. In "My
Demon Lover. he proves it.
When Kaz’s hormones go in
overdrive, his eyes turn red, his teeth
become fangs and hair grows all oser
his face

Atter her busted Mbar with the
burglar. Denny is hack on the lookout
for a new guy. She and her girlfriend
go to a singles’ bar hoping to find Mr.
Right.
But the only guy who talks to the
two is some nerd who manages to use
every line in the hook to try. to pis k up
one of them. He manages to spill his
drink as he talks to them. The singles’
scene can’t he that had
Denny meets Ka z the next day at
an outdoor Late where she is busy eating a vegetarian sandwich. He begs
her or the sandwich. He then takes a
less hues but dislikes the sandwich
in her dress. And
and spits it out
who said romance is dead?
lry as she ma). she couldn’t get
rid ot Kaz. She eventually decides to
keep hint after Kaz fights off Denny’s
..
old boyfriend, the burglar.
When Kaz sees Denny in her
night clothes, he changes into somebody who should be knocking on
doors Halloween night. He goes out
and roams the streets of New York
City.
Kai doesn’t remember what he
does when he becomes one of 10 different Creatures. He thinks he’s a murderer because New York City has

Actor Scott Valentine with and is it limit makeup, stars in \
been ravaged by someone vs ho is killing women in a grotesque fashion.
Kai eventually tells Denny of his
problem. Instead of letting him leave.
Denny tries to help Kil7 overcome his
problem. She sees what happens to
Ka, alien he becomes sexually ac use It’s not a pretty sight. And sonic
thought their mates look bad the
morning after.
Then the film gets really weird.
The mass murderer kidnaps Denny
and threatens to kill her in the climactic scene. Kra.. after having a sexual
encounter with Denny’s best friend.
comes to the rescue looking scary.
the mass murderer makes a quick

Line Cinema’s "Al) Ile

change, and it’s miniature version of
"King Kong versus
Unfortunately, that scene is nothing hut a had takeoff of the classic
comedy "Ghostbusters.
The plot must have been thought
of during Halloween night. How else
would one explain the different creatures that Kaz ends up looking like?
The acting is not that great, even
though Valentine and Little try their
best. They have to deal with a poorly
written script.
"My Demon loser.’’ is showing
at theaters throughout the South Bay.
and should be avoided like the devil

She sees what happens
to Kaz when he
becomes sexually
active. It’s not a pretty
sight. And some thought
their mates look bad the
morning after.

Silent films found in barn
orkDAN I UN, Ohio t
ers at the library of Congress film restoration laboratory have found a treasure of silent films among reels
recently discovered in a Michigan
barn.
After a week poring over the 250
cans of film, they identified a full version of the classic "The Italian and
even a comedy in which Oliver Hardy
plays a villain. said Paul C. Spehr, assistant chief of the library’s motion
picture, broadcasting and recorded
sound division.
restoration laboratory is loeated at Wright -Patterson Air Force
Base near here.
"We consider that almost any silent film found is an important find
because almost nine out of 10 silent
films produced in the United States
are lost." Spehr said.
The restoration work is painfully
Old Town
Lower Level
Los Gatos 354-1656

slow and Lould take more than a year
because the films are on nitrocellulose, which can explode, he said.
Jo Leslie Collier. an assistant
professor of film at the University of
Toledo, said a student. Robert Uhl,
told her his family had discovered the
cache of films in a barn in Temperance, Mich.
Uhl’s grandfather. Clement Uhl,
apparently collected the motion pictures while studying filmmaking in
the 1920s, Collier said.
’The find was taken to a university warehouse. the American Film
Institute was alerted and the All
called the library of Congress. Collier said.
About 50 out of MX) reels were
too badly deteriorated to salvage.
Spchr said.The remaining reels combine to form prints of 65 to 70 silent
films dating from 1915 to about 1925,

he said.
The copy of "The Italian" is important because producer Thomas
Ince was, next to D.W. Griffith, the
most important producer of the period. Spehr said.
The film, about life among the
poor in New York City. was filmed on
location, he said. The library already
has two versions. but they are incomplete and of poor quality, Spehr said.
The three reels of "Typhoon."
also by Ince. are believed to be the
first in an American collection, he
’the film starred Sessile Hayakawa, who later was nominated for an
Oscar for "The Bridge on the River
Ka ai..
Ihe collection also includes
films starring Helen Holmes. George
Behan and Franklin Farnham, popular
actors of the time. Spehr said.

Coppola’s latest on Vietnam War
"Gardens of Stone
(API
us the phrase applied to Arlington
National Cemetery by the Old
Guard, the corps of professionals
who conduct the ceremonies tor
burial of the nation’s heroes.
The metaphor is ideal for
Francis Ford Coppola’s new film.
another scaring view of the Vietnam War and its after effects.
Unlike "Platoon. the war is
seen only on TV screens offering
the evening news. But Vietnam
permeates families and friendships
and romances, impelling all toward the ultimate tragedy.
"Gardens of Stone" is cen-

tered around the friendship of three
men. James Caan is Sgt. Clell
Hazard. a hard-bitten veteran of
Korea and Vietnam embittered by
graveyard duty when he could be
teaching soldiers how to survive
jungle warfare. James Earl Jones is
his buddy. Sgt.-Maj. Goody Nelson, who takes a more philosophical view of the absurdities of army
life.
Into their midst comes Jackie
Willow (D.B. Sweeney). son of
Cairn’s slain comrade, a young
man whose altruism prompted him
to volunteer for Vietnam.
All three have romantic in-

volvements. Hazard falls for a
Washington Post reporter (AnjeIlea Huston) who is anti-war but
for different reasons than Hazard.
Willow courts an old flame (Mary
Stuart Masterson) whose officerfather doesn’t want her marrying
an enlisted man. Nelson’s steady
date is the understanding. sympathetic I amette McKee. a congressional aide.
Caan, looking almost unrecognizable in a skinhead haircut.
has never performed more powerfully.
like "Platoon." "Gardens
of Stone" is a moving experience.
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U2 rocks the Cow Palace
Irish band combines
music with politics
Diane M.
U2 lavishly poured then hearts
out for a sold hut standing crowd at
the Cow Palace Saturday night.
’Is that all we can do? We’re
just beginning .
I will follow!"
Hy

MUSiC
came the shout from LI2’s lead singer
Bono.
The only following 1!2 has done
is to follow in the footsteps of great
classic rock’nrollers U2’s music is
trul heaven sent.
Bathed in blue light, the churlsmatis Paul "Bono" Ilewson is as
marching and skipping and hugging
himself as he moaned softly through
’through Your
ilie song 1"rip
Wires.’’ off the new 1.1’ release "The
Joshua Tree."
Tnlike the man in his songs.
Hess son was satistied and pleased to
he on stage.
Ile mar ic led at the fact that final! 1’2 songs are on the radio and
that people were dancing toll.? songs.
"What a week this has been for
1.12. It wasn’t exactiv an ambition to
have a record at number one, but it
sure leek good." With t 2’s majestic.
music. Hewson has no need to be
:inland at the group’s success.
Dave .....he Edge" Evans was responsible for making most of the
music for U2. He switched back and
forth between playing ra7or-edged
guitar solos and classical piano. For a
man who can perform magic with his
fingers on the guitar. it was disappointing to sec him pushing computer
buttons.
The one and only disturbing aspect of the show was the programmed
backing tracks U2 uses in its songs.
Of all bands. U2 exudes freedom

I

lllll

and spaitualav . but ls having pre-recorded tracks. they anchored themselves h, the songs instead of taking
the songs to unknown tangents in the
stratosphere.
The backing tracks also take
away from the performance of the
rhythym section. The control to set
the pace for the band that most drummers have is taken away from Larry
Mullen Jr.. who must wait for the programmed introduction to start. But
when Mullen was on, the heartbeats
sit the crowd were in sync with his
dominating tom-toms.
Adam Clayton at times had no
need to play his bass, because the ha,
was
on the track
part
The best diversion tor sus Ii !law s
is the dancing, imam me Iles, son.
Whether he is making a point w Mt his
hands still at his side, kneeling, or
laying down taking a rest. he is cb
nainic
He delivered the new song ’ Rul ith controlled
let the Blue tikv
madness "We dim’t want to see
those lighter planes. It’s our door, we
hold the kes And if we can’t inlet) it,
we’re going to kmick it down. he
said during a break in the song
This man is not afraid to he political in let his religious vicy s lx’
known. "We found our way making
music and you gotta find your way.
but I still haven’t found what I’m
looking for. Thank God
He sings. "I believe in KII100111
come/You broke the bonds loosed the
chains/carried the cross and illy
shame...
A blatant Irishman. Hewson not
only tackles Ireland’s problems in
"Sunday Bloody Sunday," but also
addresses U.S. policies in the song
"In God’s country" and ponders the
world in "Mothers of the Disappeared "

Daily stall photographer
Julie Bennett
1.2’s lead guitarist Dave "The Edge" Evans
plays before the Cow Palace crowd.
It was on "Sunday Bloody Sunday," where Edge, Clayton and Mullen came alive to make a riotous
march out of the song.
U2 is passionately for Amnesty
International and against drugs. Members of Amnesty International, a
group that works on the release of
prisoners of conscience, were invited
sin stage to dance.

Julie Bennett- - Daily stall photographer
Adam Clayton, bass player for 11, gets into the
groove at Saturday’s concert,

Hewson said "Bad" is about the
dangerous drug heroin that has taken
the lives of many of his friends.
Standing back beneath a green light he
wildly punched the air, fighting off
the drug’s evil spirits.
Hewson reminded the crowd of
U2’s rock’n’roll roots by injecting
"Gloria," "Light My Fire" and folk
song "Spring Hymn" into the set For

an encore 1.12 played "40" and the audience took over the refrain, "How
long to sing this song," as each mem-ber of the band left the stage. Mullen
stayed to play with the audience until
hi’ decided they were doing fine on
their own.
Bono claimed U2 always wanted
to be a folk band. Folks should feet
privileged 1I2 became a band.

Julie Bennett Daily stall photographer
for t he Ireland -based hand, I 2. I.arry Mullen Jr. concentrates during a set at last week’s concert at the Cow Palace.
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Romance’ gives love twice
By Mune Al. liejortrito
For a good time, go see the Saratoga Chamber Theater production of
"Romance" by loft Troper.
The price is right, as audiences at
the small dinner theater are treated to
two shows for the price of one
Hut due to unfunny circumstances. sitting through the first skit
"Hut Not For Mc’ ’ calls for a little pa-

Theatre
hence on the patrons’ side. The second skit Is tar more superior
Me lack of IMMO,’ it as not the
sole fault of the actors. It is nisi that
the subject of dixor. is a well-worn
subject. Sometimes it is not tunny.
One must sympathire with
Helen, played by Irene Fr.onomou,
and Mark, played by Ken Crworniak.
’tor having to play self-serving, onedimensional characters
Fciiiiiimoti is making her first ap-

they were caught because she parked
the get-a-way car in a "no-parking
conc."

Audience gets two plays in one
pearance with the Saratoga Chamber
Theater, and will be appearing in the
upcoming film "Hot Street.’
Crwomiak has appeared in SJSU
productions of "The Country Wife"
and "Buried Child ’
The play centers around an artist
breaking up with his art dealer managi_rwite.
Naughty Mark has had an extramarital affair
The gist of the plot is that they
know each other so well, they are
probably stuck with each other.
"You don’t even know how
many shirts you’ve got:* she says.
"I just need a clean one, he
snaps back.
Looking past the humor, one
sees a woman in pain, who can see the
love her husband has for the Owl

woman in his paintings,
Acting in an intimate theatci on a
small stage makes it difficult for the
audience to believe in the characters.
unless they have incredibly complex
characters to get lost in.
Helen and Mark, playing ordinary people having an everyday crisis
does not lend itself well to comedy.
As for "Here to Stay," the small
stage is set up as a small town sheritfsjail office during the Depression.
’fwit delightfully southern bankrobbers have been dragged in kicking
by the sheriff,
The bandits are related, Darryl.
played by Wes Finlay. and Lilyanne.
played by Renee DeMar. are involved
in a May -December romantic marriage, except when they are arguing.
Finley is :in !UM theater :ins

graduate and DeMar is a dancer and
has acted and directed at West Valley
College and San Francisco State IJniversity.
The two discuss the absurd act of
trying to escape front jail the with the
help ot the sheriff.
They end up trading off hilarious
insults at each other to the delight of
the audience.
DeMar plays a pout.
southern gal who’s longing desire is to
have a baby. Her short-term goals
center on what dress the judge will
like at their trial.
Finlay plays a stodgy old man
who’s tender side is directed at Li lyanne alone.
Unfortunately she is also the
main point of his anger, because I
Is dime is a laniebrain It is her Linn

As they commence to fighting
about getting it right the next time, the
country bumbling sheriff, Jeff Evans,
steams to the boiling point and yells.
"There ain’t gonna be a next time."
Rest assured, both couples in the
play end up together but not necessarily for "the better" of the vows. The
couples might be singing the Huey
I .ewis and the News’ hit. "I’m Happy
lithe Stuck with You."
The play runs at 8:30 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays through May 22,
with matinees on Saturdays and Sunday’s. Ticket prices range from $7 for
2 p.m. Sunday matinees. $8 for 5
p.m. Saturday matinees and $9 for
other shows. Showtimes arc at 8:30
p.m.
The theater is located in Saratoga
11,’ Rd.

Memorabilia collectors celebrate Shirley Temple’s 59th birthday
More than
OXNARD AP)
100 collectors of Shirley Temple
memorabilia gathered Sunday to cele(irate the former actress’ 59th birthday
with a party and a cake in what has become an annual tradition here.
Some members of the Shirley
Temple Collectors by the Sea Club
traveled front as a far as Colorado.
New Mexico and Arirona to attend

sistible film moppet who became a top
box office attraction in the late 1930s.
and then browsed through 15 tables of
Shirley Temple me
abila before
having lunch, she said,
The event was topped off with a
talk about the actress’ life by San
Diego collector Mary Royer and two
big birthday cakes with blue and pink
flowers that read: "Happy Birthday

the club’s annual birthday party, said
club co-founder and treasurer Lee
Heath.
The club plans the party on a
Sunday close to Temple’s April 23
birthdate.
"It really is a big event each
year." she said.
Members were greeted by pint.
sired hostesses, in honor ot the irre-

South San Jose’s
Most Happening Club
Only Dance
Club With

Satellite sports
Plays free bingo
Full dance floor
Plus quiet lounge
with 2nd dance floor

BINGO Every Mee. & Thum 7-10pm
FREE with Great Prizes & Fun!
Come & you might get lucky

Privately owned & managed for friendly.
more personal service

226-5424

Shirley temple... licath said,
The former child actress, now
Shirley Temple Black, did not attend
the luncheon or send a message. the
club member said.
"She’s not really in with the
Shirley club." Heath said. "She’s
more or less in politics with her hits’
band She doesn’t get involved. I
think it’s because she’s MI busy her-

I the

Weekly Schedule of Events
sun Dixieland Jazz 4-8pm

Kings
Rhythm
California
Jam SessionMusicians Welcome

Village Retreat
7028 Santa Teresa, San Jose
(at Bernal -4 blocks So of 101)

PROFESSIONAL COMEDY
Every Sat. Nite 8-10pm
No cover charge for Diners, come
early and eat with the
comedians’
No Amateurs, only Pros
Regular Cover-$3"

APRIL 25th
WARREN THOMAS
Rapid fire Warren is a KITS
Alex Bennet favorite! High
energy! With Larry Brown &
Emcee

sell..’
Mack, who began her film career
at age 3, has served as ambassador to
Ghana and White House chief of protocol. She is married to businessman
Charles A. Black.
"We kind of grew up with her.
We used to see her movies and she
xis SO cute and everything." said
I leath.

Giant Village Burger
(1/2 lb) only $2"
Tues

Free Bingo

Wed

NEW! Classy Fashion Auction
5:30-730pm
Pick up Classy Clothes for Bargain
Prices?

Thurs

Our Popular Free Bingo

Fri
Sat

, DJ Dance Music
Prot Comedy Show 8-10pm
Dance Contest
1,50 Prize

12- 1 AM

